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PERSONALS

~~~~~;;~=-----~-------... SHE
WON'T ACCEPT your calls or open your
letters~·but she'll hear from you if you say It here.
04/28
~ ONLY I MORE issue of the Daily LOBO, so get your
-( classified ads IQ to~ayl Deadline Is noon for the next
day's paper, Stop by Marroo Hall, Room 105 10 place
your ad.
04(28
SUMMER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Sell your
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work to tourists, convention visitors, and
Albuquerqueans at the DOWNTOWN BAZAAR.
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Stalls: $7 day, $100 month. Studios and offices
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availftble on 2nd floor: $35, $50, $60 up. Rosenwald
Building, Fourth and Central. 242-616~. 298-6046,
04/28
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
Casey Optical Company, 255-8736
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294.{)171.
.04/28
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. qiscount movie tickets
now available, SUB Box Office, $2,50,
tfn
NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTIAL teas (great for ice
tea)-- Dongs (20 per cent off), tobacco pipes_ (up to 40
perCent ~off)--cigareue llghters (20 per cent. off).
Transparent window decals (rainbows). All at fipe &
Tobacco Road,107B Cornell SE, M-F 8-6,
04/28
SUMMER FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP: A
non-academic introduction to the Art of Filmmaking
taught by a w.orking filmmaker, Gary Doberman,
266-0863, aftcrnoons/Cvenlngs. Hegins early June.
04128
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Expert custom black-and-white processing, printing.
Fine-grafn or push-processing of film. Contact sheets
or custom proofs. High quality enlargements,
mounting, etc. Dest work in Albuquerque, reasonabl~
prices, Advice if asked. A-Photographer, 265-2444,
1717GirardBivd.NE.
04128
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ID photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd, NE, A-Photographer.
04128
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanled for
campaign work wilh "People for Pete Domcnici."
Ca11268-2476,
04/28
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE whh our tools and
stands. Instruction available, Albuquerque Bike Coop, 106GirardSE, Room 117,265-5170.
04/28
ELECTfON OF PRESIDENT. Last Phi Alpha Thela
meeting, 3:30 pm Friday, May 5. 1978; History
04/28
Department, Mesa Vista 1104.
LO, I MISS YOU I Call Les.
04128
FIRST EDITION OF Conceptions-Southwest on sale
now for $2.00 in Rpom 105 Marron Hall and on the
mall.
04128
VOTE YES ON ASUNM Budget.
04128
GO INO HOME FOR the summer? Is there a General
Cinema theater in your town7 Why not pick up some
discount movie tickets? They're good at any G.C.
theater in the U.S, for up to 1 yr. S2.50 at the SUD
Box Office.
tfn
HUBBARO TESTING CENTER offers Free Personality and l.Q. Testing and Evaluations. Church or
Scientology, 2712 Carlisle NE. 265-9544.
04128
THE PEOPLE NEED a lawyer too. Volunteers
needed for Jeff Bingaman Campaign, Democrat for
Attorney General. Cal1843-7712 or 843a7713. 04/28
GOLDEN INN MEMORIAL Day Arls and Crafls
Fair/Flea Markel. Want a hooth7 Contact C & S
Promotions, 265-3665.
04/28
FINAL CLEARANCE ATlhcUNM DookslorcSalc-this week.
04/28
AGORA WISHES YOU good .luck on finals. !f
things do not look good in the mornings, call us or
come in. 217·3013.
04/28
FREE KIITENS: 7 weeks otd, frjcndly, hcallhy, big
cars. I calico, 2 black. 2654734, Joe.
04/28

ACROSS
1 Used a drill
6 Serze firmly
11 Male deity
14 ·· •. -- m1ght
say"
15 Enticer
16 Regret
17 Amer.law
group:
2 words
19 Aardvark's
morsel
20 German
"mister"
21 Sleeping
22 From then
until now
24 English river
26 Drinking party: Slang
27 Snapshots
30 Thorns
32 Ergo
33 Weasel
34 Pull with diflicutty
37 One time
only
38 Interest
earners
39 Showing
good judgmen!
40 As well
41 Reliable
42 Relinquish
an office
43 In a tangled

:>peaKs
vainly
46 Fruit
48 Pigs
49 Attractive
girl
50 "Get going!"
52 Where Honolulu is
56 Hole-in-one
57 Starts again
60 "I smell a··

4~

-!"

61 Run away
with a lover
62 Hindu princess
63 Compass pt.
64 Appraiser
65 Winter vehicles
DOWN
1 Celebration:
Slang
2 Bone: Prefix
3 Loud sound
4 Gate or door
5 Poor grade
6 Spherical
body
7 Authority
8 Jeiune
9 Wall St.
abbr.
10 Bestow formally
11 Bridge Ieats:
2 words
12 Weight unit

HELP PETE RETIRE. Work for Toney Anaya,8211634.
04!28
VOLUNTEERS. ARE NEEDED for Bruce King
Campaign, Democrat for Governor, Call 293-5233 ot
881-6343.
04!28
DISCOUNT MOVIE TICKETS a-ailable all sum·
mer, SUB Box Office, $2.50. We'll keep selling them
as long as you keep buying them.
04/28
STEVE BOURGEOIS, YOU wild and cra-azy guy.
It's that clltty time again. HapJJY Birthday·-Bags-Pies'?
04/27
ANGEL CITY SOON I A! 1he VORTEX.
04128
SEE "MORE ACfS OF PASSION" before the
drudgery of finals hits. April 27,28,29 in UNM's
Experimental Theatre. Tickets only $1.50 at the Fine
A.rls Box Office.
04/28
USED 1993 POULSEN & Wester time machine,
Reverse Entropy drive, Used primarily for short trips
to 1964. U11dcr 5000 years on it. Call after 2 pm or
anytime yesterday. Make offci (pre-1984 currency
·
04/27
only please). 277-4446,
HAPPY 6TH •BIRTHDAY Russell Jones. Love
04/27
Mommie.
FIJIS ARE THE greatest ("In campus! Love your little
04/27
sisters, Mary & Janet.
LISA MARIE HOW about a bathroom with a view?
04!27
KIT.
GONNA BOOGIE TONITE'? Ned's has The Planets
for dancing unti12 am.
04/27
VOTE YES ON ASUNM Budgel,
04128

2.

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
"
277-5907.
LOST: GOLD PINKY ring with fake jewels. Great
sentimental value, Reward, 898-9431 or 277-4883.
04!28
FOUND: SET OF KEYS North of Physics Bldg, in
the grass, One red key \a bled K24. Identify and claim
Room 105, Marron Hall.
04/28
FOUND PEKE·CROSS PUPPY. 255-5892, 2774826.
04!28
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR in library
Tuesday, Apri\25.ldemify and claim. Joe, 247·9800.
04/28
LOST: BOOK I BEETHOVEN Piano Sonatas, in
music prac)ice room. Call John at 277·5988 after 9
prn. Reward offered.
04/28

3.

SERVICES

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200,
tfn
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
edhorlal system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345·2125.
04129
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selec1ric) and
now 3~minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515,
lfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
lfn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group ralcs
04/28
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
GET YOUR TYPEWRITER repaired now at
Discount Prices. 881-4213,
04/28
TYPING. TRANSCRIBING-·296·3138 after 3:00. ,
04!28
TYPING243-5117. "
04/211
EXPERT IBM SELECTRIC Typing. Arlcr 6 pm,
883·7960.
04/28
RACKET STRINGfNG. $6, Guaranleed. Call Rick,
242-9366.
04!28
SAVE THIS AD! You may need CUSTOM sewing
done. Clothing, household items, alterations. Call
898·5977.
04/28
NEED INEXPENSIVE STORAGE space for lhe
summer? Call Pioneer Warehouses. 299-7050. 04128

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Wednesday's Puzzle Solved:
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18 Golfers'
norms
23 Belonging
to: Suffix
25 Native of:
Suflix
26 Prejudice
27 Light: Prefix
28 Controversial Custer
aide
29 Not whole
30 Fixed
31 Water body
33 Filet ol --35 Module
36 Receives
38 Realty units
39 OJ part of the
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Is

42 Fox terrier
44 Any whatever
45 Loud sound
46Won by-majority
47 Nut
48 Four-bagger
50 Scott or
Macbeth
51 Ground lor
trust
53 Skin disease
54 Pay atten·
lion
55 Avails oneSell of
58 Guido's note
59 Vocal

VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guaranteed.
Mike, 247-9083.
0412S
TENNIS ANYONE? SUMMER lessons, Private and
group. Call Mike" 29~·)305,
04(28
EOITO'RIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance,
265·1164.
04!28

4.

HOUSING

WHAT IS I\ COLLEGE JNN'l Recreatiori ro9ms.
Study lounges. PooJ,. undl!'rground parking. Social
programs. 303 Ash NE, 243-2881.
04/27
ROOMY I BEDROOM furnished apartment, utilities
paid. 116 HarvardSE. Call898-1254.
04128
FOR SUMMER: RESPONSIBLE and experienced
child-care help for 5 and 10 year old after ~:00 pm
and some evenings in exchange for room and board,
Basement apt, separate entrance 1 close to University,
Car necessary, personal · and work references
required. Call Landau's afler 8 pm, 255-2635. 04128
WANTED:.cLEAN, QUIET pei-son to share house;
partially furnished; front ·and back yard; garage;
washing machine. 2 blocks from Medical and Law
Schools. Call255-5735'.
04!28
EFFICIENCY, 1908 SILVER SE. Available May I.
Call265-2860.
04/27
MINUTES TO UNM, large 2~bdrm, •shaded yard,
kids, pets, $135. Call 262-1151, ·Valley Rentals, $30
fee.
~
04/28
BIKE TO UNM, impressive 1-bdrm, private yard,
$60. Hurry! Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
04(28
1-llLOCK TO CLASS, clean l-bdrn1, $SO, hnlf
utilities p,.id. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee,
04/28
VISITING FACULTY SEEKING fully-fumished
homt.i or apartment to rent June4·July 31. References
available, Write: Glic:kcn, 2631 Bardith Ct.,
'Lawrence, Kansa~, 66044 or call913-841·2960. 04121;1
SUBLET FOR SUMMER, $120 plus utilities, fur·
nished I bedroom apartment and garage. Bernie, 2435980.
04/28
WANTED FEMALE TO share 2·bdrm house. Near
UNM, $100 rent plus 'll utilities. 842·6156 after 6:00
pm.
04!28
RENT-I BEDROOM HOUSE, Norlh Valley--gas.
w<tter~ garbage pald. $140/mo., single person only.
Paul296-4886 9·5, 344-2540 evenings.
04128
ROOMMATE WANTED, SHARE 3·bedroom
furnished house with two men and dog. Enclosed
yard, patio, garden, washing machine. $92 plus
utilities. 247-2697,
04128
FEMALE PREFERRED TO share large N. Valley
·home. Sl35 plus. 344-6207.
04/28
FEMALE NONSMOKER, 23 plus, share 2-bdrm
apartment with same, Near Washington, Lomas, $86
plus utililles, deposit. 255-8498.
04128

5.

FORSALE

WOULDN'T YOU AND YOUR Family sleep better
ir your home or apartment was protected rrom fire7
Brand new Vulcan smoke and heat detectors plus
burglar alarm. Self-charging battery. Life-time
guarantee. Valued at $360, asking$190 or good offer.
MUST SELL. Call 883-8644 eves from 7-9 pm and
weekends.
04/.2.8

COUNSELORS NEEDED FOR Co-ed YWCA
Summer · Day Camp, Men/Women, Must like
working with children and being in outdoors. 247. 81!41.
04/27
GRADUATING'! HAVE A 3.0 in· 12 hours of
History? Invest in_ your career, Join Phi Alpha Theta
(History Honorary Society). Phi Alpha Theta Office,
Mesa Vista Hall2076.
04128
INSTRUCTOR NEEDED TO teach Disco Dance.
$3,50/per hour, YWCA. Call Calhy, 247-8841, 04128
HEIGHTS YMCA SUMMER Employment,
Counselors Day Camp, 265-6971. Debi or Bill, 04/28
ICE CREAM PARLOR, full and/or part~time,
$2,65/hr. bcghmingaround May 15. 262-041!). 04/28
EVENINGS PART TIME summer jobs, $8-$10 hour.
Personal interview call Chet Crandall, Division
04/28
Director S.M.C. Indu:aries, 265·5097.
SUMMER COUNSELORS, NURSE, environmental
education director needed for Camp Fire Girls
resident camp. Call Dobbie, 265·8786 9:00-4:30,04/28
SIJMMER JOBS. CORONAOO Club snack bar.
Must be 21. Apply at Coronado Club KAFB. 2656791.
04128
MALE SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS lo lil'e in
Jog cabtm with boys 8-14, We need people to teach
the following: tennis, riding, fishing, nature. Camp
located in mountains ncar Santa Fe, Dates of employment June 14 through August 12. Call (505) 7578772 for information.
~ 04128
RESPONSIBLE BABYSITTER NEEDED for care
or one year old. l evening a week in our home. Call
265-9315.
04!28

NAZI OFFICERS HELMET·-Rommcl's Afrika
Korps. Mint condition. Must seU. Asking_ $150. 2432368.
04128
MICHELIN TIRES ALL under $5 . .Bicycle parts_ and
accessories at low prices. Expert bicycle repair.
Albuquerque Hike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117 1
'.!65·5170,
'
04/28
SUZUKI OT 350, 1969. 9000 miles. Windshield,
bags. Excellent condition, $400. After S pm 344-2762.
04!27
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
IO~speed tune~up $8.00. JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE,
268-3949.
.
04/28
Tl"58 CALCULATOR, Like new. $90,00. Call John
at 277-5988 after9 pm.
1fn
1958 FORD 24 PASSENGER bus, partially cun·
verted to camper. Built.in c~binets, stove, 2 propane
tanks, john, stainless steel sinks, New clutch, valve
lOb, battery. 88J-4769after5.
04/28
1972 PINTO, GOOD condition, FM .stereo, $800.
Call255·2921,
04128
1972 TOYOTA CARINA. New interior, extra clean,
AJC, excellent MPG. $1295.293-4389 after6:00.
04/28
1973 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE, One-family car,
good condition, radio. Ca11843-7370 after 5 pm.
04/28
SOFA--MODERN GREEN, very good condition,
$115. Maple desk, 7 dr~wers, $100. Phone821-3222.
04/28
WATER BED FRAME for double bed. Wood,
flared, $20. Also coffee table and chair for sale. Call
843-7370 after 4 pm.
04128
VW, 197J, METALLIC BLUE. Excellent mechanical
condition. Good price, 294-4576.
04/28

7.

EMPLOYMENT

OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, S500$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
lnformation--Wrhe: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,
Bcrkcly, Ca. 94704.
04!28
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, WE need students for
positions as: sales clerks, cashiers, gas atlendants,
cooks and counter personnel, Work 4 days and have 4
days off. S2.6S/hr. plus commission. Apply Monday.
Friday 10-4 or Saturday 8·11 at 136 Louisiana NE.
04/28
PART-TIME JOB GRADUATE SIUdcniS only.
Arternoons and evenings. Must bc able to work

8.

s.

.

,.,,

has told the commission that she
was approached by Candelaria and
Leonard Garcia, already fined Garcia about the full-page ad, and
$55 for campaign violations by the gave her consent for it. She said
ASUNM Elections Commission, that she was responsible for her
may be charged with perjury in name and photograph being on the
connection with his testimony at the ad, Moody said, and is willing to
commission hearing of Wednesday, oav a fine to the commission
April 26, informed sources told the because it was not listed on her
LOBO Thursday.
financial expenditure statement
The controversy centers around submittt;.d to the commission.
an advertisement which ran in the
According tro ASUNM law all
April 12 LOBO, calling on voters to campaign contributions, which are
elect Garcia, running for ASUNM limited to $5 per person must be
vice-president, and Mimi Swanson Itemized on each candidate's exfor president of ASUNM. The ad, penditure statement.
said Garcia, was the responsibility
Swanson,
questioned
late
of A.lbert Candelaria, president of Thursday night about the inAlpha Tau Omega fraternity, of vestigation, said, "I feel very
which Garcia is a member.
uncomfortable discussing it. I don't
Swanson, according to ASUNM want to comment.''
Attorney General Wade Moody,
Garcia, commenting on the ad in
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AMERICAN!INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
pa~scs for sale. Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
NE, 247-2515,
04!28
CHARTERS ARE SMARTER! Intercontinental
Travel Centre, 107 Girard Blvd. SE. 255-6830, 265·
9860. Open 9 am- 9 pm.
04128
RIDES AND RIDERS available. Share gas and .
04/28
driving. lTC, 265·9860.
EURAILPASSES, BRITRAILPASSES, AND
European summer event schedules available. NOW nt
lntercontlnental Travel Centre, 265-9860, 255-6830.
04!28
ONE Rl DER TO SHARE expenses and driving to
Central N.Y. Leaving May 13. Call 266·0~53 or 265·
4736.
04!27

EXCELLENT CONDITION. '72 Datsun Faslback,
$11j0, New tires, battery, clutch. Call881-6852 after
5 pm.
04128
CAMARO, 1968 RALLYSPORT. New transmission,
rebuih engine, $1200 or best offer. 883-4430. 04/28
FOR SALE, 2 BLACK bucket scats for Fiat Spyder.
Make offer:'255-8093.
04/28
IOSPEED, 23.5 inch frame, $60. Call Eric, 266-5103.
04/28

6.

'

By BILL ROBERTSON

;---

Friday, April 28, 1978

question, which cost $192, said,
"As far as I know, the ad is
legitimate. If e(lough people
contributed $5 to paying for it, then
there's no problem."
The ad, which r<~n on the day of
senate elections, carried the
signatures of more than 40 people·
who, it is printed, paid for the ad.
Ike S. Davis, one of the alleged
signees, has su bmittcd a notarized
.
Witnessed
statement to the com-'
mission disclaiming any
volvement in the ad.
Moody and Patrice Tomasi, the
elections commission chairperson,
both declined to comment when
asked whether perjury charges were
indeed being brought against
Garcia.
Frank Allen, another
commission member, also declined
to comment.

In-

This is the final issue of this semester's
LOBO. Have a good summer.

'

·jl

MISCELLANEOUS

SUMMER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Sell your
work to tourists, convention visitors, and
Albuquerqueans at the DOWNTOWN BAZAAR.
Stalls: $7 day, $100 month. Studios and ornces
available on 2nd noor: $35, $50, $60 up. Rosenwald
Building, Fourth and Central, 242-6166, 298·6046.
04!28
NEED $35? FEMALE volunteers needed for research
project. Take estrogen and have blood drawn.
Further information call Pat, 277-4064.
04128

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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:• Good news about
: auto insurance for
•: college students.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•-

C II

Name

•

Address

Please send me a free auto insurance rate quotation.
D Male
D Single
D Female D Married

Age

Apt.#

City

Slate

•

Occupation

Spouse's Occupation

•
•

HAS ANY DRIVER WITHIN THE LAST 3 YEARS;
Been involved in an accident?
Yes D No D How many?
Had license suspended or revoked? Yes D NoD
Been convicted of a tralfic violation? Yes D No D How many?
Give brief details about any "yes" answers above including approximate dates:

&

Zip

ByT.E. PARMER
Funds will not be available "this
summer for National Direct
Student Loans, said Ray Poole a
counselor with Financial Aids.
There will be ample funds in the
fall for the Basic Educational
Opportunity Grants, Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grants
and National Dirli!Ct Student Loans,
he said.
Nursing students may receive
Federal Nursing Scholarships or
apply for a Federal Nursing Loan,
Poole said.
Medical and pharmacy students
may apply for a Health Profession
Loan, he said.
All students with required grade
point average are eligible for
academic scholarships, he said.
Medical student loans are
handled through the College of

••

Ill
•
•

Days per week driven to
work:
Car #1
Car #2
One way mileage:
Car #1
Car '#2---

•
•

•

Ill

-Funds not- yet available

Ill

•

•

Summer's here and the grass is again replacing the library
as the favorite place to study.

•

•

• .
•
•

:;
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We'd like to insure your car.
mation. Or simply complete and
•
Why? Because we specialize in
mail the coupon below and we'll
•
providing auto insurance for young
send you a rate quotation. There's •
drivers.
no obligation, of course.
Who are we? Criterion
Insurance Company is a dependable,
a or Write:
•
financially strong company offering
881-1687
•
important benefits like: convenient . 7200 Menaul Boulevard •
payment plans, country-wide claim
service, driver training discounts
Albuquerque
•
and a wide choice of coverages to
New Mexico 87110
••
protect you and your car.
Like to know more? Call or
Criterion •
visit us today for a free, personal
Insurance •

• Yes!

•
•

.,

Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old.
Apply In person, no phone calls please. Save-Way
Liquor Store!) at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Menaul NE.
04(28

OUTSTANDING PI\ICES ON Maxell C·90 blank
cassettes! l)D: $3.25. UDX!c.: $4, Minimum 6.
Fireny, 256-1495.
04!28
DEPENDABLE, MANUAL TYPEWRITER for
sale, $30. Call883-8644 eves from 7-9 and weekends.
04(28

List all additional drivers in your household

Location of car if different
from above address:
Car #1 City
State _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Car #2 City
State

•

Ill
M
ii

••
•

•
•.
•

II
•

Approximately 50 to 80 workstudy jobs remain to be filled for

tnb :.umuH::r, ,aJI.I Stella Martinez
of Work-Study.
No figures on fall jobs are
available yet since the money for
fall jobs is determined by the
programs's summer expenditures.
she said

The University's recreational facilities will be open this summer during
the day and also on the weekend after June" The pool, as of now, will b.e
open from 7 a"m. to 6:30 p.m. on weekdays but lack of funds. I?~Y c~rtaii
the weekend hours until new funds come in June. All other fac1ht1es Will be
open to the studtnts all day, seven days of week. These inclu~e the tennis
courts and the athletic fields next to them. Johnson Gym, With handball
courts, basketball courts, and other areas of the gym, will be open from 5-9
•

Fiesta kicks off to a sweet, Jazzy start

Bud man
hosts race

•

•

Medicine and other loans, grants
and scholarships are handled
through Student aids in Mesa Vista
Hall, he said.

Recreational facilities
remain open for summer

.

111

• • • • • CLIP AND MAIL THISCOUPONTODAY • • • • •

I I

Look! Up in the sky! It's a bird;
no, it's a plane; no, it's Budman!
Yes, ladies and gentlemen, the
masked man dressed in a red outfit
and bright blue cape is Budman,
alias Flo Gallegos, a meek mild·
mannered senior history major.
He is the Budweiser promoter for
the University and will be at the
Fiesta today handing out advertisements
for
Saturday's
Budweiser event.
Budman will be leading a threemile cross-country race, at 10 a.m .
at the north golf course.

LOBO photo by Ray Denonvllle

Students take advantage of free time between classes
and relax to the music of Fiesta '78

With the sweet smell of
marijuana drifting all the way to
Yale and Central, the 1978 UNM Fiesta kicked off the usual musical
festivities to the tune of "Little Red
Rooster."
Throwing out the first ball was
Antonio Mondragon, coordinator
of Chicano Student Services with a
speech that inspired waves of
applause from the audience,
Following Mondragon's
opening, the UNM jazz band
entertained an audience of more
than I ,000 persons with a highpitched resonance reminiscent of
the big band era.
The UNM jazz band, under the
baton-twirling leadership of Harold
Van Winkle, began with its own
special rendition of the theme from
the award-winning "Rocky."
While off-calnpus transients
swayed to the music, UNM
studentshappi\y partook of musical
activities as well as culinary offerings at more than a dozen
booths.
• Fiesta will continue today at II
a.m., featuring performances by
the Mariachi Nuevo Tapatio and
Sammy Candalaria.
Performances at the annual
UNM Fiesta, which is as old as
tradition itself, will continue until
10 p.m., weather permitting.
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Lance to curb deals

:2
wASHINGTON (UP!) A federal
:;: , judge Thursday ordered Bert Lance
z"' an d h'IS group o fA rab prmces
·
an d ·
N
foreign and American businessmen
~ to temporarily halt their efforts to
(1. gain secret control of a $2.2 bliion
bank holding company.
Lance signed a consent order,
agreeing to restrict his banking
activi'tes.
Acting on a complaint by the
management of Financial General
'Bankshares, Inc., U.S. District
Judge Oliver Gasch issued a
preliminary injunction to hold the
Lance group in place until a hearing
can be held and stockholders informed of the issues.
The judge took no action on the

company's request that the Lance
group be forbidden to proceed with
its attempts to buy a controlling
share of Fiancial General. A
holding company that owns 13
banks in Maryland, New York,
Tennessee, Virginia and the District
of Columbia.
Lance and his associates acquired
nearly 25 percent of Financial
General's outstanding stock before
there was public knowledge of the
attempted takeover, the judge said.
It was the third federal court
proceeding in six weeks to go
against Lance, President Carter's
close friend and his first budget
director. Lance resigned from the
administration
last September

......;:.:.:.:==:=-:=::=:::=:::=:::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::::

during a controversy over his past
banking activities.
.,: Gasch also ordered the Lance
.
group to offer to sell the financial
general shares they acquired in
December and January back to the
original public sellers at the origiiJal
prices about$10 a share.
·
The order will mean a profit for
the public sellers if they choose to
sell the stock again to Lance.
Besides Lance, the ~'s;1?:j1rt also
restrained temporarily' Sheikh
Mohammed and Sheikh Sultan,
sons of the ruler of the Arab state
of Aba Dhabi, and their advisor
Abdullah Darwaish, Saudi Arabia's
chief security adviser Sheikh Kamal
Adam, Kuwait businessman Faisal
Saud Al-Fulajof Kuwait, Pakistani
banker Aghanasan Abedi, the Bank
of Credit and Commerce International in London, Washington
lawyer Eugene Metzger and·
Jackson Stephens, an Arkansas
investment banker and a major
contributor to President Carter's
campaign.

Gutsy mom

chases thugs
DETROIT (UPI) - Police call
Urmerdean Sibert "Gutsy." Her
children have dubbed her "Wonder
Woman."
When Mrs. Sibert, 40, saw two
street muggers robbing a man at a
bus stop last Saturday, she "just
got mad" and honked her car horn
hoping to scare them away. She
drew fire from a 12-gauge shotgun
instead.
, The bandits took off in.' a car,
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Ilear The 'Solidness' and
three dimensionality of a
live performance.
The Experience B.eyond.
Be prepared for the experience that goes .beyond listening:· ..
Sounds be·
come .;Supereal" and the sehsatio'n
is unlike anything you have ever exfrom recorded
perienced
. .
. 01!-,.l~ic. ·

·near it
Today:

Rebels stri.kQ .:·.
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NEW DELHI, India (UPI) - Left-wing army. and air force rebels
shelled, strafed and bombed the capital of Afghanistan of -Kabul and the
presidential palace Thursday in an apparent communist coup. The rebels
seized the radio station and pr()claimed the over throw of President
Mohammed Daoud.
Soviet-build jets atta'cked the center of.the city and heavy fighting raged
around the palace for hours. Diplomats in 1\abul said bodies littered the
streets, but the U.S. Embassy reported no one injured there.
Hours after the coup began, the rebels captured Radio Kabul and announced "The end of the rule of Mohammed Dauod and an end of the
reign of the imerialists."
"All power has passsed to the masses,'' the announcement concluded.
The persian word for masses, 'Khalq, '' used in the broadcasts, is the same
as the name of Afghanistan's previously banned Communist Party.
The radio announced the assumption of power by a military
revolutionary council headed by Gen. Abdul Kader.
"The last remnants of the imperialist tyranny, depotism and' power of
the (Daoud) family have been put to an end,'' the broadcast said.
Tfie broadcast, monitored in New Delhi, did not say what happened to
the 71-year-old Dauod, who over threw his own cousin in a palace coup in
1973 and abolished the monarchy in favor of a republic.
The diplomats' reports said the rebels appeared in.control·
Diplomats.said MIG-21 and SU-7 fighter planes roared over Kabul firing
rockets at strategic' downtown buildings, and at least 50 tanks entered the
fighting. Troops battles their way into the interior ministry headquarters
and the post and telegraph office, the center of Afghanistan's civilian
communications.
Tank, artillery and automatic weapons fire poured into the palace
compound and the interior ministry throughout the afternoon.
Heavy fighting also forced the closing of the airport. Afghanistan's
borders with China, Iran, Pakistan and the Soviet Union were sealed.
Numerous bodies were scattered on the ground near the heaviest fighting
but State Department spokesmen in Washington said none of the 1,300
Americans in the Kabul area had been injured.
Former Vice ·President Nelson Rockefeller had planned to visit Kabul
Friday but U.S. Embassy officials in Rawalpindi, Pakistan, said he
cancelled the trip. He was touring a Pakistani provence near the Afghan
border Thursday.
•
Daoud, a former army genera and a former prime minister, took power
in a 1973 coup against his cousin, King Zahir Shah, and ,established his
own brand of authoritarian rule. He crushed a previous coup attempt in
December, 1976.
Diplomatic reports reaching New Delhi Thursday said rebel air force
units strafed the headquarters of the army's 8th Division and also attacked
air force headquarters at Kabul Airport.
The heaviest fighting took place in and around the presidential palace,
the interior ministry and Pushtunistan square, in the heart of downtown
Kabul and the location of tourist hotels. Many buildings inside the
presidential compound were reported on fire.
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Officials say Bell
undermined FBI case

undaunted. Mrs. Sibert tore off
after them on a high-speed chase
down "some pretty dark streets."
Honking her horn wildly all the
•
while. The pair was eventually
arrested.
WASHINGTON (UP!)
general of the United States."
"Mom just ·got mad," son Justice department officials
But Hollings said Bell's refusal to
Gregory said Thursday.
charged Thursday that Attorney prosecute was only "a difference in
General Griffin Bell thwarted judgment."
Police said Mrs Sibert was shot at efforts to prosecute eight high-level
"That doesn't mean he's unfit
four times during the chase. The FBI officials on charges of for office, in my opinion,'' he said.
intrepid woman said the first volley burglary, illegal wiretapping and
Hollings also described the atrocked the car from behind and the other crimes.
torney general as "honest, capable
last blew out one of her windows,
William Gardner, chief of the and trying his level best."
covering her in broken glass.
criminal section of the departThe head of the departmental
Even that didn't stop her.
ment's civil rights division, and task force that investigated FBI
"I said to myself, 'I'm not going threy other. department attorneys practices, said the group recomto let them get away with that,' and accused Bell of "undermining" a mended in March 1977 that the
started chasing them again," Mrs. department investigation last year.
eight FBI officials be prosecuted
Sibert said.
Their testimony before a Senate for wiretapping, mail theft, breakappropriations subcommittee led to ins, perjury and false statements to
A few minutes later the bandits' a sharp clash between Sens. Lowell a government agency.
car crashed into another vehicle and Weicker, R-Conn., and Ernest
Gardner did not provide names
the two men jumped out and Hollings, D-S.C.
but said the eight included three
started running. A 16-year old girl
Weicker said the testimony of the ·FBI squad leaders, each of whom
was sitting in the back seat of the four prosecutors "Rightfully calls supervised up to 50 agents, four
thieves' car when police arrived at into question the suitability of special agents in charge of divisions
the scene.
Griffin Bell to continue as attornev of several hundred agents and an
assistant director of the FBI.
He said illegal investigative
activities occurred between 1970
and 1974, even though FBI officials
have told Congress such activities
ended in 1968.
Need Extra Storage Space?
He said Assistant Attorney
General Benjamin Civiletti, now
acting deputy attorney general,
made a decision to seek indictments
mApril2, 1977.
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Jazz

New Mexico
DAILYLOBn

5' by 5' by 9' locker - $10.00/mo.
5' by 10' by 9' locker- $15.50/mo.

No. 143

Vol. 82

Ten Minutes
From UNM

Pop

BensonL~

Di Miola Casino
S. Clarke Modem
Turpentine n/r
Hubert Lows n/r
Grover Bijou

Storage Place

255-1694
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University Store

The New Mexico D(llly Lobo Is published
MOll day through F'riduy every regular wee\ o(.
.t\w Univcr.sily ):car and weekly dt~rinF: the !lummcr .~cssiott by the Board of Studcmt
JJublicaticms of the University of New Mcxloo 1
and is nol flnuncially associated wlth UNM.
Second cia.~s.postage paid at Albuqucrquc 1 New
Mexico 87131. Subscription rate Is $10.00 for
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.
255-2225
Mon-Thursl.0-1.0
FRi Sat 1.0·12
Sun 12·8

Soul
Village People
Aretha
Shotgun
Heatwave
Tavares
Pleasure

Country
Willie Nelson (Stardust)
R. Clarkn/r
K Rogers & Dotti West

Plus Mueh Much More

the acndemic year.

3011 Monte Vista NE
Just east of Central & Girard, near UNM
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· Afghani coup

The opinions expressed on the editorhU
pages of the Datly l.obo arc those of the author
!lolcly. Unsigned oplnlon ls that ol the editorial
hoard or the Dally Lol10, Nothing printed in the
Daily l..obu necessarily rcpre!iCilt.S the views of
the University of New Mexico.

Student Discount Available

''gettin better ail the time"
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Jefferson Starship
Jackson Brown
Seals And Croft n/r
Heart
FM
L~st Waltz

UptownStoll'e
4517 Central N·E·
266-9887
Mon-Sat 10-8
Sun 1.2-8

Nixonian tactics?

NORML disappointed

Editor:
't::
0.

In response to the unsigned column in the April 26 LOBO titled
"Budget Chaos," Although th~ article was unsigned, the author- ~oes
not remain a mystery and I would like to make some statements to
counter his obvious bias against PIRG.
First of all he was not told that PIRG intends to pursue their charges
against the former LOBO editors, simply because the whole question is
moot, now that they are no longer editors. It was not the "hooting and
shrieking" PIRG-paoked·gallery that the senate threatened to remove if
the noise continued, but the author of the (lbove-mentioned column.
As to the charge that PJRG's tactics are Nixonian, I disagree: We are
not denying them the right to their opinion , but only asserting our right.
to equal time which we feel we were not given.
In reply to the rest of the author's slanderous remarks 1 can only say
PIRG's doors are open to anyone who wishes to examine our accomplishments, and all constructive criticism is welcome. ·
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by Shlomo Karni
[Editor's note: Israel is celebrating its 30th birthday. Herewith is a
column commemorating the occasion.!

.q'

"'

Thirty years: less than half an average life-span; in the lives of many
g> nations, barely a fleeting episode. For lsraei, however, it is enough to
~ have produced a generation that was born in war, has had to fight for
survival a'gain and again, but has been sustained by the hope of a
.. brighter·tomorrow. It seems that now, more than ever before, this hope
is near to realization.
May 14, 1948, the Tel Aviv Museum: a small man imbued with a large
vision stanqs before his peers and reads from the scroll they have
endorsed. David Ben-Gurion proclaims the birth of .the independent
State of Israel. Five months earlier, on November 29, 1947, the U.N.
Generai,Assembly, by 33 votes to 13 with 10 abstentions, had paved the
way for this moment by voting for the partition of the area known as
Palestine into two small states - one Jewish and .the other Arab. For
the Jews it had been a bitter-sweet decision; because .the land area
allocated them was so small and in particular because it did not include
the focal point of Jewish prayer and longing over 2,000 - Jerusalem.
Nevertheless, the Jews had danced in the streets and wept tears of
joy. But the Arabs neither danced nor wept. They declared war and in
pressing for this historic moment, Ben-Gurion and" the Jewish
l~adership were under no illusions. Between November 29, 1947, and
May ,14, 1948, 318 Jews had been murdered in Arab attacks and ambushes - and that at a time when the British Mandatory authorities
were still nominally responsible for the maintainance of law and order.
Now the armies of Egypt, Transjordan, Syria · and Lebanon,
strengthened by expeditionary forces from Iraq and Saudi Arabia, were
poised for all-out war, the aim of which was spelled out by Azzam
Pasha, Secretary-General of the Arab League: "This will be a war of
extermination and a momentous massacre which will be spoken of like
the Mongolian massacres and the Crusades.
The war was indeed bloody and by the time it ended early in 1949,
6,000 Israelis were dead - one third of them civilians - out of total
population of only 650,000. However, the new armistice lines did give
Israel a sovereign foothold in Jerusalem and the possibility of rolling up
its sleeves to build a State and a homeland for those Jews wishing to
come.
And come they did. In the first three years of statehood, Israel more
than doubled its population by taking in almost 700,000 refugees.
About half of them were fleeingfrom persecution in Arab lands and t!:le
other half were Nazi holocaust survivors from Europe. Altogether, since
1948, Israel has succeeded in absorbing 1.5 million newcomers - the
majority ot them retugees, who arrived with little but the clothes on
their backs.
Weilding this legion of immigrants, with their disparate cultural
backgrounds, into one nation has not been easy, particularly as there
was little infrastructure to build on. At first many were accomodated in
primitive tent camps, then in equally primitive shack-towns. They had
to be taught Hebrew and many had no skills to start with. The effect on
the economy of those early years was chaotic. But by the mid-1950s
Israel had begun to turn the corner, which gives every Jew the right to
live in Israel as a full and equal citizen.
Throughout the 30 years, economic growth has been slowed by the
fact that close to one-third of government expenditure has gone to
meet defense costs. Nevertheless, progress has been remarkable. In
the 20 years between 1952 and 1972, the Gross National Product grew
at an annual rate of nine percent. This was comparable to the growth
rate for Japan (9.6) and considerably higher than that for West Germany (5.3) and the United States (3.3).
The country's exports have grown 40-fold since 1948, the number of
university students has risen 25-fold and the annual consumption of
electricity is more than 35 times what it was in 1948. The Arab
population of Israel has also enjoyed the country's growth, and has one
of the best standards of living of Arabs anywhere in the Middle East.
These achievements were brought about under the shadow of constant
war threats, punctuated by the need to fight four additional wars for
survival.
The trouble with attempting to pick out some of the highlights of
what has been achieved in these three decades, is that it all sounds too
much like propaganda slogans: the swamps that have been drained, the
deserts that now bloom, the primitive immigrant whose son builds
supersonic jets, the little country caught in the center of the. bitter
Middle East conflict, which still succeeds in becoming an international
center of scientific research. Nevertheless all of this is the unembellished truth.
May 14, 1948, was the launching of Israel's ship of state into a rough,
uncharted ocean. Now 30 years later we know that the ship is basically
sound and there is hope that a safe haven may finally be coming into
sight.
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Mark Liebendorfer
. ' or s note. 'he column was wntten by ASUNM senator-elect Tom
Fisher whose name was infJdvertantly left off.]

,.. . . Pursuing i·deals
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The Residence Hall Student Association would like to make some
corrections in the 'Party' Politics article run in the Apri126 issue of the
LOBO.
RHSA's function is entertainment but when using ASUNM funds,
the entire University is welcome. The article implied that RHSA put on
"parties" for dorm residents. This has never been our policy.
Monte Carlo Night was not a "party" for dorm residents. The entire
University student body was welcome. Ads were run in the LOBO
inviting all UNM students.
RHSA did not have a disco party which cost $70 to rent speakers and
$50 for a disc jockey. $70 was paid to a disc jockey who was hire9 to
five hours. Speakers were not rented. Prizes were not given at this
particular disco. However, refreshments were served. The whole
student body was welcome.
Marina Di Pilato
RHSA President

Rule violations

MR.OtJK&,
7lJRNe! IS

_School cohesiveness·

Editor:
I
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PUT HIM ON ..
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The fact that so many charges have been made before the elections
commission and breaking the rules is so common, I think a new look at
the campaign rules is in order.
Perhaps the most important problem with the present rules is that
their violation cannot have an effect on the outcome of the election,
since all charges are made after the election.
I believe drastic 'changes in the rules are called for:
-All campaign advertising in the LOBO should be prohibited the day
before the election and on election day. This would prevent repetition
of vicious tactics like the "Curious Coalition" ad on April11.
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Ad Manager: Frank Saltl%ar
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion of tho LOBO editorial board.
All other columns/ et~rtoons. Ond lottora represent tho opinion of tho author and do not
nocossnrily reflect the views of the editorial board.
LETTERS: Lettors to tho editor must by typed and signed by tho author with the lJ'Uthor's
sig11atoro, odd ross md tlllophono number.lottors to tho editor should bono longer than 300
words, Only the nama of tha nuthor wiill:ul printod and names will not be withheld. All letters
that discuss i1L80os will be printed.
OPIN~ONS: Opinions mU11t be typed and signed with the author's nama, signature, address
and telephone numbor. Opinions should be no long or than 500 words. Only the nomo of the
nuthor will bo prlntod and nameS will not be withheld.
All submissions bocome tho property of the Now Mexico Daily LOBO and will bo edit-ed
only for let1gth Or possibly libelous contont.l f chnnges aro mode. the author will be con~
tactod.

Erik Johnson
(unsuccessful)
Senatorial candidate
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LOBO Editorial Stoff

Arts Editor: George Gesner
Copy Editors: Miko Hoeft, Paul Scherr

Don Clampitt

NO

WHAT's 71115 ABOt!T7H&
1\10 NEElJIJ.i3 HIS OWN
UNIVERSAL &YM?
JUST

-All campaign expenditures should stop two days before the
election, and all financial statements due promptly the next day so they
may be made public and published the day of the election.
-Except for late posting offenses, polling place offenses and offenses committed on the day before and the day of the election, the
elections commission should hold its hearing and present its decisions
the day before the election so the offenses it finds can be made public.

-Restrictions on the location of posting should be dropped because
it is impossible to justly enforce them. It is too easy and tempting for
opponents to illegally post each other's signs so they may be
prosecuted. However, the principle that each candidate or party must
be responsible for its own campaign materials must be enforcecl.
Especially since so few students vote, each vote representing about
10 students, it is essential that campaigns be run justly and important
that the elections rules be enforceable in a fair manner. I think this past
election shows that the present rules are not adequate.

I have been going to school here three years and I have enjoyed and
learned from all my exeriences both in and out of class, but there is one
thing lacking. This University of 23,000 undergraduates and some 200
chartered organzations is lacking in cohesiveness. Being a fraternity
president. and actively involved in the Greek system, I am constantly
trying to think of ways to improve both the system and my fraternity. 1
have come to the conclusion that the Greeks are in the same boat as all
the other student organizations in thartheir improvement will go hand
in hand with University improvement. Since we are the students that
make up ttJis Univesity, the responibility is ours to improve it. The
question now is, how do we go about imp_roving it?
The only solution that I see is that each student and each
org~nization work together for the University instead of working
aga1nst each other to the detriment of the University. If each of us
co_ntributes in this fashion we will notice a signjfrcant increase in school
pnde, a. .key fa.ctor to the success of any fJniversity. Let's all pull
together m makmg our cdntrributions to·this lllniversity and afterwards
we can look back and sincerely say that we' arf!. proud to be graduates of
the University of New Mexico.

I alAS J()5J GO-
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Edltor:in--chiof: Debbie Lovy
Mmaging Editor:'CoUoon Curron
News Editor: Arr~a Poole
Photo Editor: Jnmos Fisher
Sports Editor; Ed Johnson
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Campus Editor: J.B. Skenandore
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Editor:
.

Alex Kaplan
State Coorrlinator
New Mexico NORML

Paul Mansfield
General Manager, KUNM

I

. Just outside the door o_f the Elections Commission hearing Tuesday
n1ght I found a poster wh1ch was, to my knowledge, in violation of at
least two ASUNM elections rules.
The poster I refer to was apparently the work of PIRG. It was titled
"69 Things PIRG Does For You." It requested we vote yes for PIRG's
funding on Friday. The poster was in the SUB and did not indicate who
paid for it, both of which are, I think, violations of the rules. 1 don't
think PIRG is the only organization which posts posters illegally. Almost
all the senatorial candidates this election violated at least one rule even
if they did not get caught. A Jot of us did not understand all the r~les at
first; others disregarded the rules.

Approximately two weeks ago a letter appeared in
the LOBO saying PIRG had decided to discontinue
working with NORML on the paraquat testing
program. I believe the time has come for the record to
be set straight on this matter.
When NORML established th!:l testing program with
Schoenfeld Laboratories to provide marijuana
smokers with a way to determine if their pot was
contaminated or not, we approached the people at
PIRG and asked them if they could serve as the answering service for the program. At that time they
agreed to do it. ·
About two weeks later they asked that I find some
other way to h.andle the calls, which are averaging
about ten a day, saying that the volume was too much
for thflm to handle. I told them at that time I would do
that. 'People should direct all their calls to the new
number for information on their tests and on the
testing itself.
• NORML is very disappointed that PJRG has decided

to back out of this program. NORML has very little
money, no full-time staff, and no permanent office.~
This has put a niajor burden on our organization, and
will interfere with our work towardb ·lecriminllli7-aiion.
If today NORML $3700 budget request is approved by
the student body, we would then be able to easily
handle this program. However, at this time we can
not.
Various allegations were made concernign NORML
at the last ASUNM Senate meeting by PIRG director·
Betsy Remage-Healey. These concerned this program
as well as other work the PIRG and NORML have done
together. Our only response to these charges is that
PIRG has always demanded very much and committed very little.
I am sorry that our two organizations cannot work
together but we tried.'

Today, full-time undergraduate students will be asked to once again
go to the polls and express their sentiments on how ASUNM h
allocated money to the myriad of organizations here on campus
as
I :-vould like ,to urge those students who did not bother to 'vote on
Apnl 12 to take advantage of their franchise privelege this Friday and
when they get to the polls I hope they will give a resounding "yes': vote '
to the PI RG budget. Here's why:
There are f~w opportunities during the course of completing a
·?ollege ed.ucatlOn where ~tudents ~ave a chance to actively participate
In something that can deliver tangible social or political action. College
~eems to me to be a place. w~ere, among other thins, people develop
Ideas, and val_ues about the.lf lives and their world. But after graduation
there s_ that b1g dose of reality that reduces idealism to pragmatism
The Idea of? public interest research group offers the student b~dy a
rar~ op~ortun1ty t~ pursue the ideal; to challenge assumptions and
CGI.Ventlons; to ac~1vely seek action on issues that affect us all. And the
fact.that PIRG. ~as a student board of directors means students are
makmg the dec1s1ons on exactly what those issues will be. There's even
a chance to get academic credit in the process.
.
It wasn't too long ago that there was a nationwide outcry for a
"rele~an,t college education." If the potential PIRG offers this student
body 1sn t relevant, then what is?
Vote on Friday. And give PIRG the support it deserves.

EXAM TIME.

RHSA· counters
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Three pet·son show
2 Painters - ............. Joshtia Rose
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by Garry Trudeau
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Clockwise from top left: Ted Kennedy visits NM (Nov.
14, 1977); Warren Smith, A UNM garbage collector, taken to
BCMC after collapsing from gas inhalation after he emptied
the garbage from the chemistry building trash room (March
8, 1978); UNM President William E. Davis participating in the
Disabled On Campus Awareness Day by spending the day
confined in a wheelchair (Nov. 3, 1977).
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The first P,dition of
UNM's new creative publ.ication
of literary and artistic concepts

~
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Top: They said it wasn't possible to shoot, but Lqso photographer Wendell Hunt succeeded in photographing
the solar eclipse, viewed from Marron Hall (Oct. 13, 1977).
Bottom: Evangelist Jed Smock preaches his version of the gospel to students on the UNM mall (March 1, 1978).
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on sale
$2.00
In Marron Hall Room 105 or
on the Mall in front of the SUB
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The department of physics and
. astronomy will have an open house;
May 3 from 9 to 10 a.m. On display
will be the solar power facility.
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A party, sonsored by'SOLAS and
GABS, will be held ·in the Inter.
national Center tonight starting at
9:30p.m.
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Albuquerque Bicyclists for
Alternative Transportation will
Ali Lopez, Venezuelan musician,
have a meeting April 30 at the · will perform live on the air tom·
z Alternative Community Center, morrow at I p.m. on ICVNM 90.1
00 106 Girard SE, Room 108 at 7 p.m. fm

Las Campanas~ UNM's junior
Honorar)'; will honor new members
for 197S-79 and the four educators
of the month chosen this semester
at a potluck on Sunday, April30 at.
I :30 p.m. a( the Canterbury
Chapel.
Latin Disco: Salsa, Cumbias·,
Latin jazz, d.ance contests, win free
records, tonight at 9 p.m at the
UNM Subway Station. Tickets are
$2 per person.

.,

Ol

rf.

The Kidney Foundation of New
Mexico in cooperation with the
Schering Corporatipn will sponsor
"Nephrology '78" at Presbyterian
Hospital's Savage Auditorium
from 1·5 p.m. May 12, and from
8:30 a.m. to 11:45 a.m. May 13.
There is , no registration fee for
students. New Mexico Category 4
offers 6 112 hours credit and
AASP, prescribed offers 6 112
hours credit.
Bill I
Aprtl24,26,28
Bill II
AprU2S, 27,29

Dr. Di Palichy of the suml)lit
Lighthouse will present free introductory lectures on the teachings
of the Ascended Masters at '105
Stanford SE, May I, 15, 22 and
June 5. For. more information
phoen 268-97 47.
""The Case Against Terrorism"
will be presented tonight at 7:30
p.m. at 108 Morningside NE.

GAS·
Student
research
allocatiuons committee final
meeting will be May .~,to co~sider
all' proposals for sumlner proJects.
Forms are available in the GAS
Office.

Skydiving demonstrations will be
held on Johnson practice field
today at noon.

8:00pm

Acts

•
ton

EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE
(downstairs in the Fine Arts Complex)
tickets-$1.50 or $l.OO(groups of ten or more)
at Fine Arts Box Office 277-4f02

The Society for Creative
Anachronism and the Albuquerque
Crafts Guild present the second
annual Medieval Faire today,
Saturday and Sunday at the First
Plaza Galeria from 10 a.m. to 7
p.m. Admission is free.

© l978JOS. SCHLITl BREWING CO, MILWAUKEE. WIS

HOW TO TAP A KECi.
Few things in life are as rewarding or as easy as tapping a ~eg of cold
Schlitz draught beer, providing you follow a few simple rules:
1. Do not roll the keg down a hill before attempting to tap it.

2. Do not pump in too much pressure after tapping. This can force
the natural carbonation out of the beer and make it foamy.
3. If the person tapping the keg makes either of these mistakes, _
politely point out the error of his ways. Unless, of course, he we1ghs
265, plays tackle, and goes by the nickname of Moose. In this -case
you should simply say, "Nice goin' Moose:'
To get a keg for your next party, call Siglinda's Beer Person on
Campus, or look in the yellow pages under "Beer:'
Class dismissed.
Siglinda Steinfiiller
Dean

IF YOU DON'T HAVE SCHLITZ,
YOU DON'T HAVE GUSTO.

of Beer

Sigma Cbapter of Phi Alpha
Theta (History Honorary) will host
the Southwest Regional Phi Alpha
Theta conference on Saturday,
April29 from 9 a.m. to I p.m in the
SUB. All those interested in history
are invited to attend.

The Inter-Fraternity Council is
sponsoring "Shutters Shut and
Shutters Open and Shutters Shut"
Sund~y, May 7 at 8 p.m. in the
· Experimental Theatre to benefit the
NM Association for Retarded

Students needed to sign up for
Spanish 311. -Southwest Spanish.
Needed for bilingual certificati?n.

CAMPUS
BRIEFS
Dr. Peter R. Killeen of Arizona
State University will address a
colloquium on "Superstition a~d
Causality" April 28 at 4 p.m. m
room 121 of the psychology
building.
A galaxy of· well-known Southwestern authors will star in the third
annual New Mexico Writers
Workshop at UNM this summer,
said the Division of Continuing
Education.
Participants will be offfered a
three-day workshop June 9-11
covering a spectrum of writing
concerns, from the creative process
to marketing of manuscripts. In
addition, there will be a trio of
three-week intensive workshops
June 12-30.
Among the faculty will be
Richard Bradford, Frank Waters,
Tony Hillerman, Dwight Myers,
Rudolfo Anaya, William J.
Buchanan, Robert Creeley and
Sheila Tryk.
Persons who wish to enroll in one
of the seminars must submit to the
director a manuscript or sample of
creative work prior to June 5 to
David Johnson, Humanities 323,
UNM, Albuquerque, 87131.
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STORE HOURS:

Fri

Sat

10·8

10·6

TOP STEREO AT DISCOUNT PRICES

·-

TECHNICS SA5070

Stereo

The P. ERFECT unit for the newcomer to audio
excellence. This AM/FM
Receiver is
LOADED with THE MOST WANTED features and
plenty of power to handle ALL those, not·so-quiet·

$)5995

Technics

sounds!

$299 95

B.I.C. 920 TURNTABLE TDK SAC90

booked here

IMAGINE! Fully Automatic Belt
Drive Quality at this LOW
PRICE! Tlris Turntable is a must
lor the records you REALLY
care about, With base. THE
PRICE IS RIGHT!

BASE &
DUSTCOVER!

onlv $19.16

S7995
QO@
. TECHNICS SL 23
Precision engineered for the
AUDIO PERFECTIONIST. Belt·
Drive Semi Auto Turntable with
Base and Dustcover. CHECK
OUT the LOW Custom Hi·Fi
Price/

II

Every thing goes better wllh music. Sanyo's JLX2100K has power to spare and
quality far long trouble-free life. With BSR's 2260 BX full automatic total turntable
and ECI's Profile 400 three-way speakers with 8" woofers. A GREAT MUSIC
SYSTEM

W}PIONEEfl

more than 0 01"-oTHD/

.,"'

STEREO FOR THE MASSES!

~p~~~

NEW from PIONEER! A True High·Perform<mce
AMIFM Stereo Receiver. The SX980 is feature
packed with 80 watts of POWER! Designed to
bring you, many hours of MUSICAL MAGIC. Come
by and hear lor yourself why, CUSTOM H!·FI and
PIONEER are NUMERO UNO!
80 wntrs RMS per channel at ~ ohtrll

A free class in cardiopulmonary
resuscitation will be held twice daily
from 9 a.m. to noon and from I to
4 p.m., May 15 through May 19, at
the Student HealtH Center room
220. Call277-3136 for enrollment.

BASE &
DUSTCOVER!

~d~\

INCREDIBLY!! Diamond Elliptical Stylus
that tracks effortlessly! Check YOUR
Cartr~dge. IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

PIONEER SE205
Super comfort and lull·
frequency range for
those private nights

when it's the music and
YOU!

decks are judged. Full Frequency Response and
Quality Construction. assure Trouble·Free, Out·
standing recording. Sheer joy at this SUPER LOW
PRICE!

Auto·Reverse, 3 Motors, 4 Heads, are
just some of the OUTSTANDING FEA·
TURES in this incredible reel to reel
deck. It's the LATEST word in taping.
Enjoy it TODAY at THE LOW PRICE!

TEAC A-100

Technics

!~;if~:~a~=~:e~~ur.soun~49 95

$1 795

mo.

PIONEER RTZD7

When ONLY the Best will do for YOU.! The TOK
SA C90 Cassette is the Srandord by which thebes/

@PIONEER'

BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND! Outstanding Duality at
THE Great Price! Packed with the features you NEED to
produce sensational tapes. Included are: Twin Vu·
Meters for accurate recording levels, Pause Control,
Dolby Noise Reduction and PERFORMANCE unsur·
passed for the price! DON'T PASS THIS UP!
The FTB70 In Dash am/fm B track player with local
and distant switching. A 1rue Value! Complele with 2
Pioneer 6X9 Dual cone speakers FREE.

9995

$

TEAC

W}PIONEEr.!'
...... ll! ...

WE MAKE IT
EASY TO BUY!

EVERY STORE
IS A WAREHOUSE

DISCOUNT IS IN OUR NAME
AND WE'RE PROUD OF IT

Enjoy the mus1c today, with convenrent
monthly payments. on approved credit
Most major credit cards honored on
most purchases. lnterest•free layaway

Each one is packed with great stereo.
You'll tindthe besl names and the latest
equipment because we believe you
shouldn't be limited lo a limited

Offering true discount pnces day•1nand
is a matter of pride. In fact.
discount prices are what we're all
about. That's why we're the GREAT
AMERICAN CUSTOM.

ts also available

selectton.

day~out

WE SELL STEREO
NOT ATMOSPHERE!
We don't fool you w1th pretty store
fronts. flashy f1xtures and expensive
frills, that add to the cost of buymg. We
don't have all that expenSIVe overhead.
so you don't pay extra for fnlls.

OUR PRICES & SERVICE
KEEP .US# 1 WITH YOU
Our people are stereo experts Inter~
ested m g1v1ng you the kind of low
discount pnces and great service that.
keeps us No.1 With you. W1th us you get
the most music lor your money.

.

"A Little Love In Big Manhattan:
Yiddish Literature In America"

Congregation B'Nai Israel,
Washington & Indian School Rd. N.E.
Tickets at the door- $2
Senior Citizens & Students with ID --$1

0

0

PIONEER SX980

Spm, Monday, Mav 1,1978
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OUT THEY GO! Hundreds upon hundreds of Famous Name-Brand Stereo
Components, are PRICED TO SELL, THIS WEEKEND! We must reduce our
INVENTORY to make room for MORE OUTSTANDING VALUES. It's an EVENT you
don't want to miss! The Savings are incredible! Naturally, they're from CUSTOM
HI·FI. Quantities Limited on Some Items.

David Bindman of the University
of London, a published authority
on the art of Willim Blake, will give
an illustrated public lecture on
"New Perspectives on Blake (Based
on the current Blake Exhibition at
the Tate Gallery in London)" on
Thursday, April 27, at 8 p.m. in
room 2018 of the Fine Arts Center.
Admission is free.

Ruth Wisse, Professor of Jewish Studies ·
McGtli University, Montreal, Canada

c;·

a:

Jose Rey Toledo, will known
artist from Jemez Pueblo, will
discuss ''The TOWA WorldView", Wednesday at 7:30p.m. in
the theatre of the Indian Pueblo
Cultural Cen t•-

Radio station KUFF and the
Caravan East said today the. First
Annual
Country
Music
Appreciation Picnic will be held at
the new Abluquerque 6 Drive in
Theatre on ,north I-25 frontage
road, on Mother's Day May 14th.
Special guest of the day will be
Billy Carter of Plains, Georgia.
Carter will be in Albuquerque three
days promoting the event,
beginning with a press conference
at the Albuquerque Inn at 6:00
p.m. on May 13th.
After dinner, "Carter will appear
at the Caravan East for an
autograph session and will speak
Que Paso1, an English-Spanish from noon until five Sunday at the
guide for medical personnel and Big Country Jamboree and sign
patients who speak only one autographs.
language, has been published by the
Country bands and recording
University of New Mexico Press artists will provide continuous
this month.
entertainment, food concessions
The authors, all conncected with will operate and Billy Beer will be
the University of New Mexico have on sale. Other activities planned
included the vocabulary needed for include sack races, egg toss,
16 medical problems - from watermelon eating contest, needle
headache to venereal disease, a in the haystack, the Albuquerque
basic emergency room situation, version of the gong show, and Billy
and general common phrases, "days Carter will present the KUFF
of the month and numbers.
Mother of the Year Award.
Previous editions of the book
"This is the first time Billy has
available at the UNM bookstore attended a radio station event of
have sold in such places as medical any kind, and we're proud he chose
schools and hospitals, to a migrant KUFF and the Caravan East to
worker's camp in North Carolina, make his first appearance to
and to United Farm Workers in· promote our kind of music" said
Dick Shoudt, vice president and
California.

S!1
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A ~eminar on Conscious Contraception will be held in room 250B of the SUB. A fee' -,vill be
charged.

Billy Carter

z
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CUST~M HI·FI
• IJ kf§.j I I\l UI!Q tl (J {I

"Experiment In Jewish Leami~g'' Lecture Series
.......

PRICES SLASHED FOR 2-DAYS ONLYI

William Wegman, and in- ·
ternationally
exhibited
photographer and video artist, will
give an illustrated public talk on his
work on Wednesday, April26, at 8
p.m. in room 2018 of the Fine Arts
Center. Admission is Free.

5003-5005 Menaul Blvd
262-0858
Tuscan
Tempe
Main Phoenix
Phoenix II
25495 Broadway 913 South Mill 4015 D.N. 16th
3529 Northern
Tuscan Arizona Tempe Arizona Phoenix Arizona Phoenix Arizona

CUST~M

HI·FI
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August 22
.::- UNM Wants City Money

~

\

0

·~

AUG. 22 UNM Budget
w Director Jim Wiegmann says the
2 University would like to get a
~ portion of the $140,000 city collects
z from parking tickets given out on
~- campus.
w
The city might have something to
Q')
g:_ say about it since a study released
Friday shows that it cost the city at
least $145,000 to collect those fines.

You know

what to
wear

August 25
Students Get Sold Out

Oct.18
Unleashed Dogs Kill. Ducks

Jan.9
Spies Tailed UNM
'Subversives

OCT. 18 - An average of one
AUG. 25 - Many students are
getting a lot more exercise this duck a week is killed by predatory
semester walking from the north dogs 'at the UNM duck pond, said a
parking lot (free parking) because university gardner responsible for
they handed in their applications in the pond's maintenance.
too late or were refused parking
Nov.4
stickers when they asked for them.
Most students did not receive
Department Adopts
their parking . sticker applications
Bell Curve
until July 26 or July 27 while the
processing began July 25.

Sept.14
Senate Passes
6-Week Drop
SEPT. 14- The Faculty Senate
Tuesday passed, by voice vote, a
new drop-add policy which would
allow students until the sixth week
to withdraw from a course without
affecting the student's record.

Oct. 6
Now & Then Senators
OCT. 6 - The minutes of the
eight ASUNM Senate meetings held
between May 14 and Sept. 28 show
that only six of 17 senators attended
the meetings consistently.

NOV. 18 Central Avenue
merchants are in an uproar today
because they say the city's decision
to ban parking along south Central
Avenue from University to Girard
will hurt their business.

Nov.30
Mondt to Stay On
NOV. ·30 UNM President
William Davis said Tuesday night
that he will honor the contract of
head football coach Bill Mondt for
another season.

JAN. 24 - Three and one-half
tons of emergency supplies ahd 805
gallons of drinking water from the
geology building fallout shelter are
being discarded or given away. T~e
supplies, which have been housed m
the basement of Northrop Hall, are
unfit for human consumption, said
Bill Carroll, campus safety officer.

You have an unerring instinct
about what's appropriate for
what occasion. And you're confident that your clothes will look
and feel fresh, even during your
period. Because you rely on
Tampax tampons.
They're uniquely designed to
expand in all three directionslength, breadth and widthwhich lessens the chance of
leakage or bypass. And since
they're worn internally, you're
not concerned about bulges.
Bull<. Or chafing.
No wonder Tampax tampons
are the overwhelming choice of
women who know what to wear.
Ukeyou.

I.
sPECIAL
SALE PRICES
A.1JS

fl. FREE

DESIG\JER STYLE

T-Shirt

Feb.3
Burger King Has It Their
Their way
FEB. 3 - Central Avenue may
n~ ;er look the same after a facelift
it will undergo this spring.
McDonald's, Burger King and a

OK readers, place yourselves in a hastily concocted dramatization.
You are in a hurry and park your car at the nearest available space to
turn in a late paper. The wind is blowing dirt into your eyes, nose, hair,
and you are sure if you grit your teeth they will crunch down on several
grains of sand now inside your mouth. You are, in effect, miserable.
Minutes later, you return to your car. Your eyes.latch onto a THING
that is clenching your car's front left tire. "What is this?" you question,
glaring at passers-by who are also staring at the THING on your tire. The
wind continues to blow. You feel uncontrollable anger bubbling inside
you. "Why me?'' keeps breezing through your mind.
Just what is an immobilizer? Also called "the alligator," "the Denver
Boot," and "the rhinoceros," an immobilizer is placed on cars to keep
them from moving anywhere.
To have your mobile immobilized, you must violate a parking
regulation. Twenty-eight cars received the effects of ''the Claw," during
April, said Fred Couffer, parking service official.
Invented in Italy, and first used in Washington, D.C. (does that make
any difference?), the cheery yellow and obstinate orange claws have caused
thousands of people to cry in dismay and look for the office where they
must pay their traffic fines.
Although the claw appears to harm the rim or the tire of a car, it doesn't.
One portion goes on front, one on back, with a rib that clamps onto the
.
rim of the wheel. It is tightened with a bolt.
It is not that easy to remove because it is locked and can only be opened
.
by a special key (remind you of Alice in Wonderland?).
The only way to come up with this magical key is to make a spec1al
jouuney to Parking Services, or you will be stuck in UNM's Wonderland
forever.
And after all, its better to pay a fine than to "have your car buri~d in
blowing sand.

It's called a pre-registration, and
the object is to avoid long lines and
closed classes.
If seems, however, that many
students have decided to wait and
take their chances.
Richard Lego?a, , associate
registrar, said that as of Wednesday, only about 2,000 students
had registered for fall semester,
almost I ,000 less than expected.
The summer session is showing
even less interest; only 713 students
have registered, Legoza said.
He said, "Students with out-ofstate mailing addresses are having
their registration materials held at
the registration center."
Those who pre-register for fall
are required to pay their tuition by
July 19 or else they will be
disenrolled from their courses,
Legoza said.
On the average, he said, there are
usually about 1 ,400 students who
are disenrolled for failure to pay
their tuition.
Students who forget to pay their
tuition will be reminded twice
before July 19, Legoza said.
Any students who may have
problems paying their tuition
should contact the Cashiers office
in Scholes Hall, he said.
The plastic ID cards will be
mailed to students who pay their
money on time, Legoza said.
He said he is "expecting at least
10,000 students to register before
May 5." May 5 is the last day to
register by appointment.
After May 5, students who did
not register by appointment and
new stu<,lents will be perimitted· to
register, Legoza said.
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Four UNM students and a PIRG staff member met with Coors Brewery·
officials Friday in Golden, Colorado to discuss the current Coors boycott
affirmitive action polici policis and the Brewer's Union contract.
'
One issue discussed during the meeting was the saf beer itself. Coors
management said that their non-pasturized beer is as safe as pasturized
beer, but union officials said they were skeptical of the claim.

Students
register

OR

Belt Buckle
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By JOHN CHADWICK

By ANGELA ATTERBERRY
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five-shop building are planned to
join the multitude of business~s on
the south side of Central Avenue.

JAN. 9 - A relentless anticommunist campaign waged by the
FBI in the 1960s centered on the
FEB. 22 - New Mexico became
UNM campus, FBI records show.
the first state in the nation to permit
The FBI monitored the activities the controlled prescription of
of several UNM students and marijuana, Tuesday.
groups suspected of "new-left"
April13
activities and even mailed copies of
Swanson, Garcia Victors
several articles printed in the New ·
APRIL 13 -For the first time in
Mexico Daily LOBO about the
more than three decades the
suspects to former FBI director J.
J
•
president of the UNM student body
NOV. 4 -- The' new gradmg Edgar Hoover, the records show.
is
a woman. Mimi Swanson
method this semester for Spanish
defeated Ann Dunphy and Robert
101 dasses will limit the number of
Roibal Wednesday in a light turA and B grad•~s to 30 percent of the Jan. 24
noutelection to become the
students, said John J. Bergen, Campus Fallout Supplies
ASUNM president,
associate professor of Spanish.
Supplies 'Unfit'

Nov.18
Shopkeepers in Uproar'

Q)

:!

Febv. 22
NM First With Legal Pot Law

'•)

Claw clenches cars

I

Students meet w1l:h Coors

1J
<C

ASUNffi
BUDGET
ELECTION
Phclto by James Fisher

I[

Top row: Peggy Mikkelson, Kim Elam, Susan Churchill, Michelle Thompson, Linda Snyder
Kelly Kemper.
Bottom row: Karla Clark, Annette Burwinkle, Sandy Romero, Luanne Lash.

UNM office finds jobs
By J.B. SKENANDORE
The spectre of a penniless and
poverty-stricken summer is looming
overhead because your roommate is
going home to New Jersey for the
summer, leaving you to pay all the
rent or sleep in your car.
Or maybe you just want to get
out into the sun every day and
enjoy the weather while you earn
some money.
In either case, all students
registered for one credit hour or
more can probably find some kind
of job in the UNM part·time
employment office in Mesa Vista
Hall.
Mary Schodorf, supervisor of
UNM student part-time employment, said there are over 200
summer jobs posted in the office
now. Schodorf said the two peak
times for availability of jobs are
before the summer and before
Christmas.
Typical jobs on file include parttime bartenders, babysitting,
housesitting,
outdoor physcial
labor, pizza delivery and door-todoor sales.
· Schodorf said her office registerd
3,566 students last year. Out of
2,794 jobs listed last year, I, 844
were filled by UNM students, she
said. The others, she said, were
filled by non-students, since employers sometimes list their jobs
with other offices or in the
newspapers.
Schodorf said many students
who start early in the year to look
for summer employment find work
with government agencies such as
the state or city parks and
recreation department or the

Department of the Interior, which
hires staff for the national parks.
UNM graduates may also use the
services of the office, but are
required to bring their diplomas the

first time they come to the office to
register.
The student part-time employment office will be open
through closed week, exam week,
and through the summer.

FRIDAY APRIL 28
9-Jpm
Polling Places
La Posada
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Iso pods
kept alive
in UNM
lab

Charges moot
The Student .Publications Board
decided Thursday not to take
formal • aqtion stemming from
charges _by NMPIRG against
former LOBO editors Tim
Gallagher and D.M. Flynn because
the two are no longer in office, The
charges, which included a demand
f<!r the editors' remoyal, now
constitutes a "moot question."
Publications Board Chairman
Dr. James Crow said, "The function of tJ:!e board is supervisory
and is to establish policy; it does
not function positively or
negatively as censorship organ, but
determines the budget and hires the
editor."
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An endangered species is being
kept alive in the Biology building by
Steve Schuster.
Ql
Cl
Schuster, a biology graduate
a.."' student, got the isopods, a water
bug, from a hot-water spring near
Socorro. Schuster said this spring,
· the size of a bath tub, is the only
· place in the world where they exist.
Isopods
are
from
the
Sphaerornatidae family, in the class
of Crustacea (crabs and lobsters).
They are like rolly bugs or pill bugs.
Isopods measure anywhere from
lrnrn to tern.
Schuster is studying their
reproductive behavior.
Schuster said, ''The isopods were
first found in the late 1800's and
they are now on the federal list of
endangered species.
The Endangered Species of Game
and Wildlife in Santa Fe want to
study the isopods' rate of growth
and reproductive habits.
Schuster is going to try and
relocate the isqpods somewhere this
summer.
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Crow also srud the board held
that no group has any inherent right
for direct access to the LOBO.
The decision was ina de as a result
of charges brought against former
LOBO
editor-in-chief
Tim
Gallagher and former news editor
P.M. Flynn by NMPIRG, whose
representatives said, "LOBO
writing exhibited distortions or
purposeful mistakes" which they
considered irresponsible behavior.
Crow emphasized the subjective
nature of the charges and said
factual inaccuracy or a "flat-out
refusal to print" an article was with
the purview of the board but that
editorial policy was not.

TraJ1blzers elect
.
PadJ1/a ~trail boss'
.

Charles Padilla has been elected
trail boss of the UNM Trailblazers,
a 28-mem ber spirit group that will
coordinate Homecoming, pep
rallies and similar activities next
year.
Padilla, a graduate of Springer
High School, will be a senior
Photo by Chris Love
business major next year. He works
lsopods, an endangered species being nurtured by a UNM as a residence hall adviser and
biology student, flit across the face of a dime.
recently was initiated into both Blue
Key and Mortar Board, senior
academic honoraries.
Other Trailblazer officers, who
will form the group's governing
council, include Peter Madrid,
former LOBO sports editor, public
relations coordinator; Mark
Duggan, finance coordinator;
Yolanda Tryon, spirit coordinator;
Judy Starn, recruitment coordinator; Jane Farris, secretary, and
Julie Lenhart, historian.
The Trailblazers were selected on

PoPEJOY

HALL

I

Important Announcement
To Student Patrons
The ASUNM Senate has reconsidered and
assigned reasonable support in its
new budget for cultural programs.
The Popejoy Hall Board has agreed to
continue its discount policy of 75% off
on Subscriptions, 50% off on single event
sales if the proposed budget is approved
in the referendum Friday April28.
~--
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Please vote in a mood of
enlightened self-interest.

the basis of their service records
and
academic
excellence.
Administrative Vice President
Marvin 'Swede' Johnson initiated
the organization, which will be
sponsored by the UNM Alumni
Association.
S>tudent
recruitment
and
orientation also are on the
Trailblazers' agenda.
Other Trilblazers are Roger
Alderman, Lillian Rose Armijo,
Mary Helen Baber, William
Bonney, Connie R. Caplan, Don
Clampitt, Monica Coash, Colleen
Cu.rran, Gino Franco, Greg
Gnsham, Sandra Jean Jojola,
Lloyd Montoya, Lane!! Morehouse
and Bich-Hanh Nguyen, Antoinette
Sedillo, Dinah Taylor, Catherine
Villanueva, Cornelia White Eric
Williams, Nancy Kay Willia~s and
Emma Woo.

Bike-a-thon set
It's time to get out your shorts, sun-tan lotion, and oil your bikes for the _
2nd Annual Alpha Chi Omega-Easter Seal Bike-a-thon for the handicapped.
The "Ride So Others May Ride" Thon will be held in Albuquerque on
Sunday, April 30, over a 15 mile route. Bikers interested in participating in
a fun day while also helping handicapped children and adults served by the
Easter Seal Society are urged to sign up now and get as many sponsors as
possible.
The event will be held to raise funds in support of the Easter Seal
Transportation Program in the greater ·Albuquerque area. Over 15,000
rides are provided annually for children adults with handicaps needing
transportation to doctor's appointments, special schools, therapy sessions,
and vocational training centers. The program is supported primarily
through voluntary public conttibutions.
Bikers can obtain pledge forms from any Albuquerque Pizza Hut
location, from the Alpha Chi Omega House, or from any Easter Seal
Hand-van driver.
To participate, bikers get sponsors to pledge or directly contribute 25
cents, 50 cents, $1.00 or more per mile they will ride on the 15-mile course.
A minimum of $10.00 in pledges is required to participate. Registration
begins at 10:00 a.m., Apri130, at the corner ofTramway and Montgomery
N.E.
Prizes will be offered for the most funds brought in to registration on
April 30, for the first 10 finishers, ,and for those collecting the highest·
amount of paid pledges before the deadline of May 15, 1978. In addition,
all bikers finishing the course at the Alpha Chi House will be eligible for a
random drawing for many other prizes.
Alpha Gamma Chapter of Alpha Chi Omega is sponsoring this 2nd
Annual Bike-a-Thon as a part of its on-going philanthropic program for
Easter Seals. The Society and the handicapped have been a concern of the
national sorority since 1947.
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Fiesta Features Fiddlers
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By PETER WH11'E
a11d
MIKE HOEFT
Some of the state's best old-time
fiddlers wiil join today's festivities
in a jam session on the mall from
2:30 to 4 p.m.
·
Former contest winners including
Sid Fleming, Alvin Crowson, Will
Irwin and 16-year-old Olan James
will show that New Mexico has
more than its fair share of this
American folk art.
After leaving the Fiesta stage, the
fiddlers also will be playing at the
duck pond after 4 p.m. Sever.al
fiddlers are planning to play for the
Wagon Wheels square dance team
also on Friday afternoon.
Many people are under the
impression that old-time fiddling is
confined to the Appalachian region
of the United States. New Mexico
has, after Texas, Virgina, North
Carolina and perhaps California,
more seriously devoted fiddlers
than any other state in the country.

More than !50 active fiddlers in
the state have worked on · the
various methods of tuning and
bowing, building their own fiddles,
and collecting valuable violins.
Some of these fiddlers are

trappers, nightwatchmen and
ranchers. One-armed fiddlers, blind
fiddlers, Native American fiddlers,
Chicano fiddlers and classical
violinists compete in contest after
contest for a trophy or prize

Lyon's 'Little Soy' ·To Show
The University of New Mexico's theatre arts department will sponsor a
showing of the film Little Boy by New Mexico photographer and filmmaker Danny Lyon on April30 at 7:30p.m. in Rodey Theatre.
The presentation is part of the Rodey Film Festival, directed by Ira
Jaffe, assistant professor of theatre arts at UNM. Admission will be $1 to
the general public and tickets will be available at the door.
"Little Boy," named after the first atomic bomb built and exploded in
New Mexico and dropped in Hiroshima, is Lyon's picture of present day
New Mexico. The film includes an interview with solar scientist Steve Baer
which is superimposed with thermonuclear weapons manufactured in
Albuquerque.
The film shows the troubled life of Willie Jaramillo, a young Chicano
who is constantly in and out of jail. At the age of 12, Willie starred in an
earlier film by Lyon and "Little Boy" includes footage of Willie taken
during that earlier period.
The documentary also contains an exclusive interview with Ike de
Vargas, a leading figure in New Mexico's La Raza Unida Party. In contrast
to Willie, de Vargas has directed his anger and power into politics.
"Little Boy" also brings to the screen the only pictures made of the
arrest last year of members of the Coalition of Navajo Liberation by
Navajo Jribal Police. The arrest was made when a group, later known as
the "Shiprock Eight", protested the new strip mines in Burnam, N.M.
"Little Boy" was made in 1977 under a National Endowment for the
Arts (NEA) grant, administered through the New Mexico Arts Commission. Lyon has received a number of grants from the NEA and was one
of the first artists to receive a filmmaker's grant from the American Film
Institute.
Most recently, Lyon was recipient of another NEA grant and a
Guggenheim Fellowship in Film.
Lyon has completed a number of films including "The Abandoned
Children," and several books of his photography have been published.
Among them are "The Movement," "The Bikeriders" and "Conversations with the Dead."

money.
Over Labor Day weekend, for
example, there are five contests in
the state in such small towns as
High Rolls, Weed and Chippeway.
The contests are held in conjunction with chili festivals, rodeos,
cou~ty fairs, or held independently.
Hundreds of fans attend these
contests to stomp and howl to such
tunes. as "Great Big Tatter in a
Sandy Land," ''Billy in the
Low ground," "Indian Squaw
Waltz," "Sally Gooden" and
others. The competition is intense,
and often a judge is required to
show how the tune ought to be
played.
Old-time fiddling isn't meant to
be heard sitting down. Often SOyear-old men and women dance
away to the Put Your Little Foot,
the Appalachian Clog dance, the
Virginia Reel, the Two-Step and
other traditional forms.
In Truth or Consequences, at the
Senior Citizens Community Hill!,
as many as 12 fiddlers play for two
hours every night from September
to May, and then hit the contest
trail.
Among the five good violin
makers in the Albuquerque area,
the most well-known and respected
is Sid Fleming, who cuts his own
spruce' and juniper from trees near
Apache Creek. Fleming, who will
be listed in a new edition of Master
Violin Makers of America, will be
playing at the Fiesta.
Alvin Crowson of Bosque Farms
is one of the most experienced and
smoothest fiddlers in the South·
west. Crowson has played with Will
Rogers, Bob Wills, Spade Cooley
and the Los Angeles Educational
System.
Olan James of Corona is a 16year-old genius who plays "Sally
Gooden" and "Billy in the
Lowground' perhaps better than
any other amateur in the country.
James shows promise in the next
few years of winning top place in
the Weiser, Idah, National Fiddling
Championships.
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Otis Gilmore, Sid Fleming nnd Bill Irwin
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3 Blocks West Of Okie's

TODAY
FIESTA1978
Paintings - a band.
Skydivers!
Singers.
Dancers.
Mariachi.
Mexican Ballet
Fiddlers - Square - Dancers
Salsa!
Flamenco!
Reggae!
Arts & Crafts on The Plaza.
Food.
Fiesta T-Shirts
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Hot Tuna Cnns It Live

Alicia Ttee's Tonal Choteogtaphy
By JANE QUESNEL
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Sound
made
visible.
Choreographed movements in
response to tonal qualities.
Movements corresponding to each
vowel and consonant sound of the
spoken language.
While they may sound new, all of
the above concepts are basic
characteristics of a form of
movement called Eurythmy which,
although relatively unknown in the
United States (except to participants in the Waldorf alternative
education system), has been
practiced in Europe since the preWorld War I era.
A special performance of the art

of Eurytlrmy will be given in Rodey
Theater Sunday, May 7, at 8 p.m.
Alicia Tree, a Eurythmist who has
studied her craft extensively in
Switzerland and who currently
teaches at Waldorf schools in
United States, will be accompanied
in her presentation by New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra principals
Darlene Burke (piano) and Lynn
~--:
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Too much
Too Much Is Not Enough
Charlie Ainley
Nemperor ICBS] JZ 35080
By GEORGE GESNER
From a nice opening cut, "I Am
A Mountian," Charlie Ainley goes
downhill all the way.
Ainley vocals are gruff .and raspy
and not too many people will have
the good fortune Rod Stewart had.
A lot of the cuts seem to be
throwbacks from the sixties.
Material needs some type of fortification. It just doesn't gel.
Best cut: "I Am A Mountain."

You Dare Parnr
My Thrust?
Don't Be F0 i Ied . . .
Th
Be Aware- Be
ere
May 4 - On The Mall
11:45-12 Noon

Anderson (flute). Isabel Aiken, a
professional actress from Jamaica
who has studied in Switzerland and
England, will act as the interpreter
of the evening's spoken piees.
Although it has been compared
to dance, Eurythmy is a highly
structured system of movements.
Tonal eurythym consists of
choreographed movements -worked
out in response to specific tonal
qualities of the scale, to pieces in
the classical repertoire. Basic
eurythmy consists of the per• formance of structured movements
encompassing ihe entire body.
which embody the particular
sounds of vowels and cmisonants.
. Color also p1ays an important
part. Certain lighting and certain
costuming , ~dd to the whole interpretation of sound as movement.
Alicia Tree will be offering
workshops for children and adults, .
May 9-13. Additional information
may be obtained by calling 2815151.
Admission Sunday will be $2.50
general, and $1.50 for students.

Double Dose
Hot Tuna
Grunt Records CYV-2545
By ROBERT SPIEGEL

The late Dr. Herbert Levinson

Allright! The Vortex is fi-nally presenting a Sam Shepard play: Angel

City.
The place: Los Angeles, California- Hollywood, home of the movie
producers, where Shepard's probing wit takes aim at the movie industry.
"It's got a story, a plot, good meaty characters, tremendous language,
colorful locations, it has motion, adventure, conflict, excitement, rhthym
and poetry." What more could anyone want? This must be IT.
Sarr.. Shepard's Angel City will run at the Vortex on May 12, 13, and 14
beginning at 8:30 p.m. There will also be a midnight show on May 13.
Angel City is being directed by PerM. Bjorklund. Sam Shepard is one of
the more bizarre of the contemporary American playwrights. The chance
to see one of his plays here is rare indeed.

Dr. Herbert Levinson was a highly admired and respected member of the
music department throughout the years he served as facu,lty violist and
music professor. He was a popular soloist with various Albuquerque music
groups on violin as well as viola. Dr. Levinson passed away during spring
break, leqvihg his family with many unexpected medical bills to pay- and
with no insurance. A memorial concert in his honor with the proceeds
going to a fund to help defray the remaining debts will be presented
Thursday, May 4, at 8: I 5 p.m. in Keller Hall.
The concert will involve the entire UNM music faculty. Admission to the
concert will be $4 for the general public and $1.50 for students. Additional
donations to the Herbert Levinson Memorial Fund will be welcome at this
time, or may be made through the UNM Department of Music.
The evening will open with "Sonata for Flute, Harp and Viola" by
Debussy as performed by Frank Bowen, Ann Eisfeller and Joel Rosenberg.
Sean Daniels baritone, accompanied by Jane Snow, will perform two arias
from Mozart Don Giovanni and pianist Morton Schoenfeld will accompany Darrel Randall in Domenico Cimarosa's "Concerto for Oboe."
Albuquerque's ever-popular Seraphin Trio will play Schubert's Trio in
E-flat Major, op. 100, Maribeth Gunning will perform Debussy's piano

•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ij~o··~~U~sL'Eau''and~~har~t~~~~n~lli~mm
iiiiii
iii two pieces by Bach.

Final selections will be a sonata by Boismoitier featuring Floyd Williams
on recorder, Susan Patrie on harpsichord and Art Shein berg on viola de
gamba, and two pieces by the UNM Brass Quintet.
Even if merely for an evening's enjoyment of the supberb performing
abilities of UNM's musicfaculty, all students are encouraged to attend.

National Chicano Health Organization (NCHO)

Next time you see
someone pOlluting,
point it out.

and

ATM Business Association announce
their programs for Fall1978.

ATM Business Association:
-business tutoring and counseling
-income tax assistance
-Christmas food drive
-test file and book exchange
-use of office and supplies

NCHO:
-tutoring and counseling
-recruiting
-Christmas food drive
-MCAT review sessions
-use of office and supplies
--clinical education program which offers 10 positions with stipends
of 1500.00 and valuable clinic experience in rural areas.
~-summer program

STYLE-A-THON
For All Males & Females
Only $7.00
Just Bring This Ad
For Verification
It's Happening At

All programs free to all UNM students
Positions limited -Apply early

with the "brilliantly played."
Kaukonen and Casady have never
sounded so strong together. From
the acoustic side through the classic
"I Wish You Would," right
through to the end with Muddy
Waters' "I Can't Be Satisfied,"
Hot Tuna's at its very best.

maculate Conceptions
Conceptions-southwest (Spring)
UNM Student Publications
80 pages/ $2
By GEORGE GESNER

•

As with any anthology, everything is not perfect, and so it is with
Conceptions-southwest, the rival to the preceding Thunderbird Series.
The magazine includes submissions from the University community of
prose, poetry, photos and art work.
Three prose items are included, the best one being "Joel Bolo" by
Robert W. Paolinelli. It's a touching tale of a talking pig and a young man.
It's a mystical account of life and death with sensitive and probing
dialogue. Robert Gordon's "The Bottom Line" has some holes, but
overall it's wonderful account of the aftermath of a death of a friend.
"Perfect Strangers" by Kathy Bearden is much too choppy leaving the
reader hanging in a void. Character description is weak, but the story has
potential for a novel, with alterations of course.
The best of the poems include my favorite, "Lobster Pound" by Kathy
l'otenziani, an excellent story poem with excellent imagery. "Drunks By
the River" by Mike Golston is another !'inc piece with such exquisite lines
as "word.~ dance like worms on a hook/we fish for mirrors in the black
water." Golston's other offering, "Man of the North," doesn't live up to
expectations.
Another excellent work is Lynette Padwa's "Shot Through the Vein of
Tampa," a pessimistic outlook on life with startling and reatistic.gli';1pses.
Robert StJiegel'~ "Turning Twenty-Five" starts ?S a stark reahzat1on .of
growing old at 25, but unfortunately the poem sh1fts hal way through w1th
bad result~.
There arc some fair entries by Gene Frumkin, Bearden, David Johnson,
Harvcna Richter, Gayle Krueger and others, who fall into a cliche tra~.
Also included arc an excellent pict!lrc of sculpture work by Paul WJ!letto
(also onthe cover), photos by Jerry Gomez, Kim Hedric and James Karo
and two conte crayon (waxed charcoal) drawings by Linda Carer.
Conceptions is a work that students should be proud of; it exceeds the
Thunderbird by leaps and bounds. Here's hoping that it comes out
monthly, flaws or not.

Last year Muddy Waters suprised the music world with the album Hard
Again which included Johnny Winter on guitar and James Cotton on
harmonica. The album, perhaps one of Muddy's best proved that blues
had not retired, that this music form, in the hands of a master, is as alive as
it ever was.
The Sherman Rubin Band will open the.show for Muddy Waters. The
tickets are $6.50 in advance and $7.50 at the door. Get on out to the
Golden Inn for this show; you're not going to find better blues anywhere
else.

e grea CBS
JAZZ CATA
Now On Sale

LP's

66
7.981ist

98

High School and College

All Day or By Appointment
AU Proceeds Go To Benefit
The Duke City Dashers
Age Group Track Club

Graduating Seniors
UNMPRESS
SPRING
BOOK

SALE

Hope you
caught
our big
ad in
Wed.'s
Lobo

"Conceptlonn-Southwest" - ambitious project

Surealistic Pi/Jow.
On the following three sides,
Kaukonen is joined by Jack
Casady, one of the best rock bass
players to come out of San
Francisco in the late sixties, plus
Nick Buck on keyboards and Bob
Steeler on drums. Kaukonen and
Casady cut it all loose on the three
electric sides. There are no weak
cuts. The charging energy keeps up

•TAPE's

JoAnna's Salon
1631 Eubank N.E.
299-3506
Monday, May 22, 1978
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Organizations housed at 1815 Roma. Phone:
277-5020 (A TM)
277-4731 (NCHO)
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Finally, a new album by Hot
On the liner notes there is a quote
-;:.,
Tuna, and, a live one at that. The which reads Double Dose: an afo
Jefferson Airplane and Starship has fliction brilliantly played by Hot
~
had its ups and downs over the last Tuna." I'm not sure about the
)>
few years, but the offshoot group
'0
2.:
Hot Tuna has consistently put out
fine music.
Jil
Double Dose is easily the most
satisfying album Hot Tuna has
produced. The two-album set opens
with a acoustic side by J orma
Muddy Waters, the king of Chicago blues, will bring his band to the
Kaukon~n. He begins with the Golden Inn this Saturday night. More than any other of the Chicago
ragtime classic "Winin' Boy Blues'' bluesmen, Muddy Waters' music has helped shape rock and roll, especially
by Jelly Roll Morton. Kaukonen the English groups of the sixties. In fact, Tom Parrott recently claimed that
has never sounded more confident Muddy Waters has more soul in his little finger than most musicians have
with his finger picking, and his in their whole body.
voice, usually the weak area of Hot
Tuna, is gaining more character.
The double album, Fathers and Sons, recorded in the late sixties which
Also, on the acoustic side, is the combined effort of Muddy Waters and several of the ;ounger
Kaukonen travels back with a Chicago blues musicians, such as Mike Bloomfield, is probably the single
beautiful rendition of "Embryonic mst definative blues collection. Muddy's "Long Distance Call" from
Journey" from the Airplanes's Fathers and Sons is virtually unmatched in the field of blues.

memorial fot Levinson
The Play: Angel City

through all of the remaining
material which ranges from old
blues and rock and roll to a
selection of Kaukonen originals.
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Bring your 1978 diploma to any office
of First National Bank and we;ll open
a checking account in your name with
NO SERVICE CHARGE for one year.
Offer ends July 1,1978. First National
Bank congratulates you and wishes you
success in your future education or career.

ALBUQUERQUE
3~.(1') Cenlral Ave. S E
;><,:,-3690
5811 Menaut Blvd. N.E

open 7 days a week 9 o'clock until Midnight!
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.~ Beach Boys Hit Local Sands
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UN~·PEC, KR_J<:E, and Long John Silver's are presenting the Beach
Boys ll'l -a fund raiSing concert for muscular dystrophy on May 12 at the
UNM Arena. The Beach Boys are on their last tour now. Other musical
.projects, such -as Mike Love's group, Celebration, has dissauded the
members from continuing as a group.
. The concert, prOduced by Casablanca Concerts, will begin at 8 p.m. A'll
tickets are reserved seats and the price is $7 artd $8 with $1 offwith a valid
LD. Tickets are available at all Ticketmaster locations.
The impact the Beach Boys have had on popular music during the 15
years the group has been toget.her is incaluable. Although the group has
not been received well critically in the last few years, the Beach Boys retian
a reputation for-excellent live sl1ows.

By Geot'ge Ge~nm·
You could ~ay lhls muscle-bound
lelld voc!\list comes actoss like a
punk version nf Alke Cooper ot·
Jhu l'vtorriwu. Thor i~ backed bv n
heavy hard-l'tlck snuud. A.ild
a\tltnu~h the albu111 hn~ solllc nice
guilnr rifl's, !l\\lsl nt the tllllsk is
tlriulitive, ltut lwouldn'l wnnlltl be
the guy tn tell him that.
nest cuts:
"Keep the J)np;s
Aw:ty,'' "Skepin~ (liatll," "l'tu
Stl Pntud" and "Militan• Mul·

THE MUDD'Y '7V ATERS I

BLUESBAND

K<lt~ Sush: Flustto.IIO.n .songbird
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li THE SHERMA~ RlJBIN BAND

Bush LP l<lcks
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For Softball Team

Se-ason Winding Down
By GAIL ROSENBLUM

Ong~ae
By RA Y'GLASS

PANCHO'\

Despite being asked to do more
than his share of the running
several times this year, arid still
turning in quality performances,
UNM middle-distance expert
Jeremiah Ongwae continues to
enjoy runriing and methodically
moves towards the NCAA track
championship( 'and the 1980
Olympics.
·
Ongwae, from Nairobi Kenya,
specializes in the 400- and 800meter events during outdoor track,
the 600-yard dash during the indoor
season and cross-country during the
fall.
But Ongwae, like many other
Lobo runners, competes on relay
teams in addition to running in his
individual events.
He runs an 800 meter leg jn the
distance medley relay and the 2mile relay and a 400 meter leg in the
sprint medley relay,
Despite all this work, Ongwae
has not soured on running. "It's
something I like. I go out to
compete," he said. "The relays are

'

The UNM women's softball team
winds down the year with three
important conference games in
Greeley, Colorado this weekend.
The Lobps will clash with
-Northern
Colorado
State,
Colorado State, and the University
of Wyoming. Lobo coach Susan
Craig said that UNM will need to
· win at least two of the games to
~1<.
quali for

'

Doing His Share

fun, they're just like a workout to
me. Of course they're tiring but I
like it. I use them to build up my
stamina for the WAC (championships)."
Ongwae is described as one of the
many athletes on the UNM team
who sacrifies personal glory in
. order to help the team.
"Look at (Charles) Dramiga and
Ongwae at the
indoor championships," said assistant coach
Shane Pagee. "We ran theit· butts
into the ground. They were so tired
they couldn"•t run in the 2-mile
relay. But they set an example for
the others."
But Ongwae hMn't sacrificed
much at his performance level,
rising to the challenge this year. He
was named an indoor track AllAmerican and, along with
Dramiga, is ranked number one in
the world in the 600-yard dash.
"I have been doing a lot of BOO
meter running, working on my
stamina. Now I'm working with the
400 to gain speed,'' he said.
"At the NCAA's it's quality not
quantity. that counts. It's really

hard to compete and is very tiring.
With the preliminaries, two
semifinals and two finals you run
too many races in one day. Chances
of doubling are very slim," he said.
Ongwae, who .has run in international competition like the
African Games, wants to double in
the British Commonwealth Games
this summer in Canada. But he said
he's likely to concentrate on· the 400
. meters, his ·strongest race, in order
.to win a medal for Kenya.

The ~omen are concentrating on
hitting and offense ~or their fin~
games coming up this weekend m
Greeley.
.
The Intermountain regionals will
be. held in Tucson, Arizona, May
11-13.

Ongwae began his running in
elementary school, running the
shorter springs betWeen 100- and
400- meters. It did not seem
unusual to him then, an attitude
held by man~ Kenyans.
"I come from a place where track
is fun and everyone runs. I enjoyed
running," he said, "and found
myself doing well.''

SILVER BEARS

They were after silver ~d they shuck gold.
Starts Frida) 12•50-3:00-5: 10-7 •20-0·30

Can22hotellloors,
42 guanls,157 cops,

12:30-2:-10
4.50
7•00-9:15

390 barricades and,
3,000 hysterical fans
keep these kids from

.cettJng to the ~atles7

NOWAY!

pionships in Detroit and in Los
Angeles when the Lobos set a
collegiate record in the event.
The Penn Relays are the last stop
on the outdoor Relay circuit for the
Lobos this year, a circuit they have
traveled because of lack of depth
needed to compete in dual meets.
UNM turned in its best showing
at the Texas Relays onAprii 8. The
Lobos won the outstanding team
award for the meet, winning the 2mile end distance medley relays.
Hurdler Kimiayo also won the 400
meter intermediate title.
Sickne~s hampered the relay units

The NCAA nationals may be his
first major test in. the 800 meters
and if his success this season is any
indicator, Ongwae should pass with
flying colors.

~
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Starts' Friday
Call For Froture Times

-

lPG

THEMALL
CXNEMA

2268 WYOMING BLVD. N.E. 298-5505

2:00-4:30
7:00·9:30

Ftldo.y o.t The Union (sub) Theo.tte

Destiny

Injuries .Plague Ruggers
The UNM rugby club and the
Albuquerque Aardvarks will clash
for the second time Saturday in the
final game of the season for UNM ,
at 2 p.m. on the east field of
Johnson Gymnasium.
And for the second time this
season the A-sides from both teams
will not have all their regular
players. In the first game, a 7-6
Aardvark victory, the Lobos used a
makeshift side. This time, the
Aardvarks will be without all their
regulars.
"The Union bas a representative

side going to play in Arkansas this
weekend," said Ray Marrone, the
Aardvark backfield coach. "We
have several A-side and a couble Bside guys on that team."
The teams will play two games
despite the absence of the players.
And if the first game was any indication of the ·team's play, both
games should be well contested.
The Aardvarks on that game on a
late try in the first half and made it
stand up with sure tackling in the
second half.
The Lobos go into the contest

Grupo Folklorista Pueblos
From Puebla, Mexico
Appearing at University of Albuquerque's STAGE II

'

Wednesday, May 3, 1978 at 8:00P.M.

Playing Folk (Indigenous, Mestizo and Creole) AND
POPULAR MUSIC of MEXICO; and SOUTH AMERICA.
Using 42 different instruments including the Harp, the
Marimba and otlwrs. ONLY ALBUQUEHQUE APPEARANCE!
Donation (Tax dcductable)
Call: 842-9434 or
243-7646 for ri'seroations

with a 4-7 record for the season, a
season marked by key injuries and
constant lineup reshuffling.
UNM was able to field two sides
for the first time in the five-year
history of rugby at UNM this spring
with the biggest turnout, 35 men,
even for the club team.
But the optimism began to fade
when injuries began chipping away
at the squad early in the season.
The Lobos won their first two
games, 15-8 and 6-0, against
Wyoming but lost Mike Nichols for
the seaon with a broken hand.
Fullback Dave Woodley, the only
player with more than four years
experience besides player-coach
Harvey Alexander, pulled a leg
muscle in the I 1-8 loss to Santa Fe
and was finished for the year.
Tom Quinn and Hank Crumpton
were also injured and out for the
season while the Lobos were mired
in a six-game mid-season losing
streak.
Quinn suffered a separated
shoulder which will require surgery
while Crumpton, the team captain,
suffered two broken ribs and a
partially collapsed lung.
The Lobos lost to Santa Fe twice,
and Utah, BYU, the Aaradvarks
and El Paso before the B-side
pulled out of the slump with a 24-6
thumping of the capitol city learn.
After dropping a game plagued by
wind and rain in Las Cruces, the A·
side polished off Farmington, 31-4
Last weekend, both sides
competed in the 20-team Sevens
Tournament in Las Cruces. The Aside finished fifth with a 3-I-1
mark, missing the finals by one
game. The B-side had a tougher
time and finished 1-4.

with the brand new

. JVC Components

Although the following article deals with a specific sport and specific
athletes on a specific day, I wish to present it as a tribute to all athletes.
The lights of Carlisle Gym were .off. A woman made her way around
the mats that were stacked up along the edges of the gym floor and to
the switch box on the other side of they gym.
With a flick of her finger, the lights came on. Other women began to
appear and dragged the mats out onto the floor.
The balance beam and the uneven bars were brought otit to take th..eir
place underneath the lights. Then it was time for the women to take the
stage. It was time for them to perform.

at the Kansas Relays on April 22.
With Kipkurgat, sick UNM. didn't
run in the distance medley, while
finishing second in the sprint
medley and third in the 2-mile
relay. Kimiayo continued to win,
capturing the 110 meter high
hurdles, and Harrison Koroso won
"bis.~pec.aljty, the steeplech~s.e ... -~
After the WAC championships
the Lobos will compete in the
Modesto Relays on May 20 before
traveling to Eugene, Oregon on
June I for the NCAA outdoor
championships.

Only

Gymnastics is the ability to perform competitively on a
specific apparatus, and for a woman to perform it
beautifully --Claudia Thomas, UNM gymnastic coach.

Vil-lanova Wants Reve·nge
Two Wolfpack relay teams
compete today in the Penn Relays
in Philadelphia, the last Relay meet
.before the entire UNM track squad
goes to the WAC championship
next weekend in El Paso.
The one-mile team of Sammy
Kipkurgat,
Jeremiah Ongwae,
Charles Dramiga and Fatwell
Kimiayo and the 2-mile team of
Kipkurgat, Ongwae, Dramiga and
Jay Quade will compete with,
among others, relay teams from
eastern track Villanova. The 2-mile
team has defeated Villanova twice
at the NCAA indoor cham-

The Lobo women have faced
The Lobos travelled to Las
several
experienced
teams Cruces a week later, and pulled a
throughout the season.
narrow win over third-ranked.
They are 17-14 overall and are 3- Michigan State 4-3.
3 in conference play.
The women were shut out in two
The Lobos opened the season by of three conference games played in
winning six out of. ten games in a Phoenix, but did slide past secondtough Ari..;ona road trip during ranked Arizona in their second
.spring break. The Lobo losses were meeting, 6-4
against Arizona State University
For the fourth time this. season,
and The University of Arizona
rated fourth and second in· last .the Lobos took on NMSU last
weekend, and beat the Roadrunners
'year's national ratings.
in a double-header, 5-0 and 6-5.

:I
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Gynastics is a sport with the combination of strength
and grace and flexibility that takes· many years to perfect
-- Dianne Frew, UNM gymnast.
There was no audience. There would be no applause. Only words of
encouragement and of advice would be given to them, and those words
would come fwm their coach. It was 'Just" anotheroractic~.
Practice is the experience that helps an individual
develop Ore. conditioning, the timing, the flexibility, the
grace, that it takes to perform the skills that the athlete
would like to accomplish - Thomas.
The womem put on their show for their coach. The coach gave her
critiques, but an AM radio kept anyone else from hearing the softspoken exchange of words between the two. And the performances,
which were sometimes smooth and sometimes rought, kept on.
But they were never alone. As one gymnast stood before the uneven
bars, she e>'ed the bars she was about to conquor. Off to one side, a
teammate was watching closely, with almost the same amount of intensity, silently conveying her hopes for her teammate.
Coaches are to aid the gymnast in developing her skills
to the most of that gymnast's ability.- Thomas

On this day, there was no grand procession, no flowers, no special
recognition of the athletes and certainly no medals.
It isn't until hundreds of hours of practice have all added themselves
up, that the worth a single practice carries, is realized.
The flowers, the trophies, the medals, the money, and the applause
will have to wait. First, the work must begin.
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Real Time Spectrum
Analyzer
prevents recording
·· ·overload
·

5 Position Graphic .
Equalizer
320,156 combinations to
equalize room acoustics
and 'iru.isic · - · · ·

-

Sen Alloy Head better
... ·sound, long wear

'

Direct Current
. Circuits In
Recievers and
Amplifiers reduce
all forms of
distortion including 'T I M '

Turntables from
$99.95 to $1200

•
JVC introduced
Quartz Turntables
for constant speed

Phase Tracking
Loop Detector
improved FM

Amplifiers from
$149.95 to $399.95
Recievers from
$179.95 to $750

Tuners from
$159.95 to $599.95

New Friction Free
Unipivot Support
Tonearm highly
sensitive and
responsive

Cassette Decks
from $199.95 to
$519.95

OLD WEST PHOTO
costumes fit
over clothes

photos ready
in minutes

Package Your
System With JVC's
Complete Line of
Racks from $99.95
to $299.95

receive a free copy with every sitting

OLD WEST PHOTO
32~

Romero St. .N.W. No. Ia Old Town
k42-8838
closed Tuesday

~011

Monte Vista NE· 255-1694

JU61 east of Central & Girard, near UNM
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LOBO MALE MVP PICKS
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LOBO FEMALE MVPPICKSi

LOBO MVPs

Jean Rostermondt

Athletes of the Year

Marvin Automatic' Johnson
I

Where else but at UNM does one
find a man from the bayou state of
Louisiana bringing basketball
crowds of more than 17,000 to its
feet?
Well maybe there are other places
where basketball players from
Louisiana have left crowds cheering
and screaming, but none have
probably done it with the class and
style Marvin Johnson did during his
two-year stint as a UNM Lobo
Basketball player.

·-

Johnson, who earned the name
"Automatic" from those who
watched with open mouths as the 65 forward pumped up a shot from
either corner and hit, is the 1978
Daily LOBO Most Valuable M~le
Player for his fine hoop earner
under mentor Norm Ellenberger.
During the course of the season,

J ohnsqn always spoke of looking
ahead one game at a time.
"Automatic" not only spoke for
himself but for the rest of the ball
club as welL
Johnson's looking ahead one
game at a time paid off for
"Automatic" and the Lobos as
UNM captured the Western
Athletic Conference basketball title
with an impressive 13-1 mark, the
best ever in the league.
But Johnson, a senior, not only
had the league title to celebrate
over.
..
"Automatic" hung up his
number21 jersey in the Lobo locker
room but not before he had accumulated several awards for his
performance on the hardwood·
court.
Johnson was named WAC Player
of the Week twice once for scoring
a record 50 points against Colorado
State to all but lock up the WAC
title for UNM. ·

Johnson also earned the title of
Sports Illustrated Player of the
Week after he set the above
mentioned record.
Honors did not stop coming to
Johnson as he was the unanimous
pick on the ALL-WAC first team.
Joining him was teammate Michael
Cooper. Before the Lobos' season
ended at the hands ·of a wellcoached California State Fullerton
team in the first round of the
NCAA playoffs, Johnson was
selected to th~ AP honorable
mention squad.
It's no doubt that Marvin
Johnson will be missed by some
thousands of New Mexico
basketball fans who witnessed the
man they called "Automatic"
score, and score, and score.
But where ever the pro draft may
take him, should Johnson make the
pros, people will always say, "Yes,
that Marvin Johnson is some kind
of ball player."

When Jean RostermonC:t first stepped onto the UNM campus, she was a
shy young woman far from her hometown of Manilla, Iowa.
.
When she leaves, she may still be a shy young woman, but she Will have a
new home on the UNM·basketball court. .
.
.
When she leaves, she will probably still hold the smg~e-s:ason scormg
record; She will probably still hold the record for most assists m one game.
But Jean Rostermondt doesn't talk too much of her own accomplishments. She prefers to talk about the team..
. .
.
"We have people who can play well together. I hke givmg out assists. It
gives the others a chance to score,'' she said.
Rostermondt said, "At the beginning of the season w~ set- a goal that
every game we played would be better than the one before.
"We started out slow, I don't know why. Then w.e beg~~ to w~rk our
offense better. After a while I started being more consistent, . she said.
Rostermondt had some problems with her leg and had to Sit out the cross
country season. She was worried that the injury would keep h~r out of the
basketball season. But it got better and she was on the court at the
beginning of the round ball season.
,
Rostermondt ended up with a 15.9 point-per-game average, the teams
highest. She averaged over four assists and nearly seven rebounds per
11
h
game.
.
Lobo coach Kathy Marpe said, "This year, Jean played we , as ~ ,e
always does. Even though her stats were not good as they could be, II s
more of a problem of other teams adjusting to her."
Rostermondt made a name for herself in her fresh~an year when she ~et
the single-season scoring record with her sharp movmg lay-ups and fme
·
h
outside shooting.
But this year,teams were ready for her. They put extra pressure O? er,
that is, until they found out they couldn't put the pressure on her Without
taking some pressure off one of her teammates.
" . ,,
Jean Rostermondt had made herself a home on the floor of_ the Pit.
But she doesn't feel right at home unless she has a basketballm her hand
and she is surrounded by her teammates.

Phil Abney
Taryn Bachis

MALE TEAM MVPs
Baseball: Aaron Cain
Basketball: Marvin Johnson/
Michael Cooper
Football: Mike Williams/
Preston Dennard/Max Hudspeth
Golf: Mitch Mooney
Gynastics: John Bernal
Skiing:· Steve Yahn
Swimming: Brian Patno
Tennis: Tim Garcia
Track: Jeremiah Ongwae
Wrestling: Gary Hines
'

Kathy Marpe

FEMALE TEAM MVPs
Basketball: Jean Rostermondt
Golf: Nancy Romero
Gymnastics: Dianne Frew
Softball: Nancy Campbell
Swimming: Kelly Genniver
Tennis: Therese Sullivan
Track: Susie Vigil
Volleyball: Billie Colborne

Norm Ellenberger

In Albuquerque: W1nroci< Center, (505) 204·2249

.,

As the man made his way around
the security guards, he took a quick
glance at the sign on the wall. It
read: "Make It Happen". The
man's eyes appeared to glisten, but
only briefly. He quickened his pace
as he decended onto the steep ramp
which lead to the bottom of the
place called "Pit," the place the
man calls home.
"Hey, there's Ellenberger," a
voice from the crowd milling
around the ramp called out.
"Norm, what's it like to be in the
nation's top ten?" someone else
hollers out.
"This is the year of Lobo
basketball,"
anot.her
enthusi~lsticnlly atlds.
Ellenberger
politely
acknowledged the voicers and
continued his pace.
"A lot of people arc patting me

on the back now," Ellenberger
once said, "and a lot of them
wanted me out not too long ago. I
just smile, but I remember."
When he reached the bottom of
the ramp, he glanced around him.
He saw people, about 18,000 of
them. Along the front row, a group
of students, bouncing around,
leading the mania of the crowd.
The sound of basketballs,
pounding, bouncing, . hit Ellenberger's ears like soft music.
A buzzer went off and interrupted his thoughts.
He called his men around him,
and he told them to "Make it
happen.''
And so it began, as it had several
times since November, in the land
of striking desert sunsets and
prickly cactus; the land of New
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Newcomers of the Year
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Norm Ellenberger
Kathy Marpe
Phil Abney
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Coaches of tt'le Year

Norm Ellenberger

~·
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Marvin Johnson
Jean Rostermondt

Marvin .Johnson
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Last basketball season Kathy Marpe could be seen sitting forward in her
chair, clutching the arms with her fingers.
Racing before her eyes was her basketball_team.
.
.
When she became worried about the court ~appemngs, she would nse
from her chair and blurt out instructions to her team as they passed by.
· When she was really mad, her face would turn a mild shade of r~d, She
would call a time out and while in the huddle her voice would not nse, but
it would carry a tone of force which would definatcly bring the message to
thcwomen.
.
. .
But the season, which saw her team fimsh tlurd m .the 14-team conference
also
saw
her
smile.
.
"I do~'t know what I did right this year. I wish I did so that! could do It
every year," Marpe said.
"I had a talented team, for one thing,"she added.
Marpe had been coaching both the basketball and the volleyball teams.
But this year Bm·bara Butler took over the volleyball program and Marpe
said, "It cut my work in half."
"!think when the coach is investing more lime in their sport, the players
notice that and sec the importance the coaches are givi~g the sport.''
She said the addition of assistant coach Rick Hardm also helped to cut
her responsibilities down.
.,
"You have to plan your schedule, plan your strategy, and after that Its a
maller of getting the players to work together, "she said.
_.
Marpe managed to get her players together long enough to qualify for
.
the national tournament.
"There were so many highlights of this season, that I can't really pick
one. 1 think, though, that when we realized that we could play on the
national level and do well," she said.
. .
Marpc said she has to deal with the problem of having her athletes divide
their time between academics and basketball.
''When we recruit someone, we tell them that school comes first and
basketball comes second," she said.
"I don't ever want them to have to go out into the streets after college,
and play basketball. One of the coach's jobs is to help.an athelete get an
education," she said.
.
.
..
Next season Marpe will have her same chair and will assume her familiar
position. She's had a good year this year, but next year she has to prove
herself all over again.
It's all part of being a college basketball coach.
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Jean Rostermondt

Bach is,
Abney
Two athletes have come into the
UNM world of athletics and have
become very much welcome in their
new surroundings.
Phil Abney, who transferred to
play basketball here from Pensacola Junior College in Florida,
and Taryn Bachis, a former high
school all-American in basketball,
added their talents to Lobo
basketball.
.
Bachis, a graduate of Eldorado
High School, first decided to go to
school in Texas. But after a
semester there, she decided that it
was not the place she wanted to
play basketball.
.
Bachis averaged over 10 pomts a
game coming off the bench.
Bachis also has contributed her
skills to the Lobo softball team.
Abney, the "Iceman,'' displayed
his smooth lay-up form of
shooting, first as a man off the
bench, and then later as a starting
forward.
Abney also specialized in floating
toward the basket and then ramming the ball through the hoop.
Abney had played center in
junior college and was not sought
after as much as his teammates
Flconil C'rook and Russell Saunders.
But Abney made the adjustment
to forward with little problem.

what they said about the Titanic
before it sank.''
But Ellenberger and his Lobos
would not let the WAC' sink them.
Only Utah could dent the Lobo
m:1~hinc when the Utes came up
1\ith a 3-point 95-92 win, up in Salt
Lake.
And now the man can make his
way through the empty "Pit",
glance up at the sign on the wall
that reads "Make It Happen."
Next to it, attother sign has been
put up. It read$: "New Mexico
I ohos, WAC' Champions."
!\1avbc the man can >mile,
J.,,,kiil!J. at that fiign.
And maybe t hcre ought to he
;,th'lh<'l iiipn anJ it iihould read:
"~'''lnl I Jlenherpc-r Made It

- ;"'-;'"l( li ...
1~fl'l

OJ

Taryn Bachis

Editors Note:
Once again, the Lobo sports section presents you with our choices for
the most valuable athletes in various UNM sports.
The word "valuable" is misleading, because it often gives the connotation that the "most valuable player" is the most important player. It
ends up being a judgement of what a person has contributed to a team. So
today, we present you with our judgement of which athletes are the "most
valuable.''

ENGINEERING COURSES
FOR NON-ENGINEERS
In response to a growing need for information on
technology the College of Engineering is offering the
following c~urses for non-technical students next seme.s.ter.
These courses are designed for stud~nts In the huma~1~1es,
social sciences, arts, and educat1on. Only a mt.ntm~l
amount of mathematics is used when needed to explam
basic principles. All courses are for 3 c~edlt. hours .and
graduate credit is allowed except for engmeenng

maJor~.

Further information may be obtained from the UNM Bulletm
on the Engineering College Office, FEC 107 (277·5521)

MWF
MWr
MWF
MW
TT
TT
TT

Ehg 320- Engineering in Its Social Contc><t
Eng 337- Water Pollution Control
Eng 350 -Transportation and Society
Eng 370- Materials and tha Environment
Eng 382 - Energy and the Environment
Eng 385- Solar Energy Use
CP SCI105- survey ol Computing

1t•O().tt50

8·00850
9 00·9:50
4.30545
6.30 745
12:30-1 45
9;JO·t0.45

SALE:
Sleeping Bags (Discontinued :Models) 25% OFr:
Reg. Price

l. J!P7 A roomy 4-season Mummy
CAlVI
:)2 oz. Jirime Goose Do\vn

3

169.00
179.50

SALE
8

126.75
134.75

lligh Cou.nt.ry
·
A durable 8-scason Down Bag

134.50
145.50

100.00
109.00

A rete
Duck Down- Super Lt. Wt.
(2lbs. 5 oz.) !5° Rating

114.00
122.00

85.50
91.50

CAMP7

lint Sleeper- Two Only
134.00
Rectangular Bag opens to make a quilt

100.00

CAMP7

Ba<ie Camp

191.00

143.25

83.25

62 00

C4MP7

Norm Ellenberger
Mexico Lobo basketball and the
home of Coach Norm Ellenbcr~r.
Ellenbcrcr, that man wilh !he
turquoise jewelry, the sligh~ly
balding man and the eloquent gift
of speech, once said, "Every yc.ar
theW AC is as wild as a bachelor's
party."
Thb year, the party was for he
and the Lobo> as they marched to a
conference record of 13-l and 1\ho
were at one time ranked m the
nation'•, top five.
But l'.llenllerger i& ah\a~:>
Lautiou~, ~~pedally when I'<'<'PI<'
were giving liim a~d his ha~l,etl,all
player·, 1Iw WAC cha~lll'll'n~J:,tl'
when they lw<l h111lt up a -.\) n . .,.., ._d.
AI that tllrw Hlenhel!:Cr 'a1d,
u\\·,_:~H. Js;:df W'd'j there. f'tat :hd(,

Kathy Marpe
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Baseballers -Teeter-Totter
By MARK SMITJI

0

..J

.:::

It's been like a teeter-totter ride::
~ . for the University of New Mexico
8 basebaLL team this season, having
·~ moments of glory, followed by
::!: times of disaster.
~
With nine games teft the Lobos
z own a respectable 28-19 overall
record, but have only a 2~7 slate in
CD Western Athletic Conference play.
fill· Coach Vince Cappelli said at the
.o.... outset of the year, "I'm very excited about the team's chances. We
have depth at all infield and outfield positions, and some strong
hitting. The pitching staff will pose
our 'main problem, as they are very
young."
With that early season quote,
Cappelli hit the nail on the head.
The hitting has bee11 abundant all
year for the 'Pack, but the pitching
has been a nightmare. Lobo hurlers
ha..;e let up 5.5 runs a game this
year, and have an ERA of almost
10;0 in WAC play.
A pleasant surprise of late has
been Moe Camil).i, a fres)lm!lll

!if

'

eprscopaL
++-~

pitcher for UNM. Asked if 'he is
pleased with his job this year he
replied, "Just tlie last few games. I
had trouble before, but l'm just
learning.'•'
.
Another freshman, with ali.
outstanding Year in progress, is
catcher Duffy Ryan. He calls the
season "an interesting experience"
and says "things will be different
next year.''
. UNM is hoping Ryan's hitting
won't be different, as he's ripping
the bali at a .390 clip.
Junior third baseman Mike
Brown had .some trouble hitting
during the year, but has broke out
of his slump as of late. He attributes his current .300 WAC
b!ltting average to. a number of
things.
"I've been concentrating a lot
harder lately" said Brown, "and
I'm not guessing at pitches
anymore. I'm looking at the ball all
the way in much more than before.
The fact that ·I was playing
designated hitter threw my game
off, but now I'm getting used to it.

Canterbury C~Op's

...,.......+

1705 Mesa .Vista

Summer Term
$200 per person

ChURCh

•

•

with Kitchen Priveleges
Phone 247-2515

••
a few goocJ leaders.
Being a Marine officer requires many things. Total responsibility. Ability to give 100% to every challenge-everytime. Above all, leadership; the single most critical skill
sought after by an employer-military or civilian. If you
have the potential, desire, toughness and
determination, we can make you a leader,
Not just while you're a Marine officer, but
for the rest of your life. Contact us now .for
facts about Marine officer programs.
Call~ at 766-2816, or taik With the Marine
Officer Selection Tern at the SUB on
A riiS & 6.
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Break A -w-ay
ForA Day
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Experieuee The Thrill Of
Whitewater Rafting
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Day, Halfday, and Weekend Trips
are available. The choice is yours.
Prices from $20 and up.
And It's Only 90 Minutes Away!
Group Rates Available

RIO GRANDE
RAPID TRANSIT

1·753-4768
or contact
Mountains & Rivers
268·4676
)
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l:!rown figures on the Lobos
being a definite threat in next year's
race. "We have a lot of dynamite
personel on this team that's just
coming on.''
Cappelli feels the highlight of the
season came when the Lobos were
victorious against the Dukes. "We
put it all together that game, we
proved our potential. If we put it
together like that, we can do it.''
Cappelli said, "The pitching was
my main concern all year from the
beginning, but I was pleased with
the way Camilli and · John
Berislovich came on at the end.
We'll have to center our work
around the ~tchers next year, then
·
we'll be in good shape.''
As for the rest of the team,
Cappelli said, "the outfield played
up to their expectation. We played
with everybody this year, until the
relief pitching fell apart. We were
ahead four of the six games against
the Arizonas, but for every run we
scored in the late innings, they
scored twice."
The outstanding individuals for
UNM in Cappelli's eyes were Ryan,
"who did a hellacious job'' and
Walt Arnold, "who improved
I ,000 per cent."
So the long teeter-tooter season is
winding up this year for the Lobos.
They will probably finish no higher
than third in the conference, but
there is always next year.

Karate Club
'Fights'
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Bubba Smith
Former All-Pro lineman

'

ASU In Town

'

The University of New Mexico baseball team will try their luck against
the Arizona State Sun Devils this weekend, for the last time in their
history.
The first game will be played at 6 p.m. Friday at the Albuquerque
Sports Stadium, with the second game at 1 p.m. Saturday at Lobo field,
and the final game to follow the Dukes game Saaturday night at approximately9 p.m.
ASU, the reigning WAC and national champs, comes into the series with
a perfect 9-0 conference mark, and a 39-6 overall record, while the Lobos
stand at 2-7, and 28-19.
·
The Sun Devils' bats are led by Hubie Brooks, Bob Horner and Chris
Bando, who are all batting over .400.
Top pitching stars for ASU include Jeff Ahern, Jerry Vasquez and
Mitch Dean.
The Sun Devils have all eight starters hitting over .300, and have outscored their opponents by five runs a game.
Duffy Ryan and Walt Arnold will lead the Lobo bat attack.
Ryan is hitting .390, while Arnold has a .340 average, with six home
runs.
Arnold had some trouble in the UTEP series, but exploded against New
Mexico State Tuesday. He was not retired in either game, collecting six
~its, walking three times, and knocking in seven runs and scoring four
tunes.
Arnold said, "I started taking more batting drills, and got back to the
basics.''

The UNM Karate Club has been
actively involved in tournaments
this semester.
The overall championship at the
Grants Uranium City Karate
Championships, with a cash prize
of $300, was awarded 'to instructor
Gary Purdue Saturday.
Purdue took first place in the
The UNM soccer club returned from Ft. CoUins, Colo. with bruised
breaking competition. He was rated · bodies and sharp realizations that they could have won the 3rd annual
.
. .
eighth natiOnally in combmatwn WAC Invitational but didn't.
kata in 1977. A kata is a series of
Instead of bringing back a championship and a 4-0 record, they had to
attack and defense motions per- settle for a 1-3 record, losing 3-2 in double overtime to Colorado State, 1-0
formed without an opponent to Utah, 3-2 to Wyoming and finally winning 3-0 over Northern Colorado.
present.
Colorado State ended up winning the tournament with a 4-0 record that
Purdue placed second in the ·included a 3-0 win over Utah.
weapons kata.
UNM's Paul Gesner said of the 1-0 loss to Utah, "We outplayed Utah
UNM student and karate club
completely, but couldn't capitalize on our offensive plays."
member, Mary K. Phillips placed
Against UNC, Uesner said, "Finally everything worked well."
fourth in kata and weapons kata at
the Grants tournament.

Soccer Club Loses

Players Romp And Stomp

At the
Fe l>urdue
Karate placed
Tournament
onSanta
AprillS,
first in the kata and second in
By RED SMITH
fighting. Fighting is a non-contact
competition between two persons in
The Players, this year's intramural softball cinderella squad, advanced
which karate fighting techniques to the.semi finals after upsetting the Friday Afternoon Club, 10-0, with a
are awarded points for smoothness four h1tter at the hands of ace hurler Kevin Dagget.
and effectiveness by a referee.
In the final moments of the game with a man on second the FAC was
Phillips took third in the threatening, despite the 10-0 score. Bu the quick hands of' Players' third
woman's fighting competition at baseman George Gesner snaggea a line drive. Gesner made the quick throw
Santa Fe.
to the even quicker fielder D.M. Flynn at second base to make the double
On March 25, at the Farmington play that ended the inning and put the Players in the history books.
I<ar<!te TQ!Jrn<!ment, UNM student
Offensively, the Players were hitting them all over the field with first
Mike Dunmore, the current New baseman W.T. Hunt going four-for-four at the plate and D.M. Flynn
Mexico colored-belt fighting scoring three runs.
champion, placed first.
When asked for comment on his four-hit pitching, the Espanola mound
Phillips placed first in the ace said, "We'll I wuz real worried there when they advanced a man as far
beginning women's kata' at the as second base." Player coach Gesner told this reporter that, despite the
10-0 shut out, the players were still not playing 100 per cent of their ability.
Farmington meet.
Other club members who
The Players will meet Puregro this afternoon at 3:30 for the semifinals .
Puregro are allegedly the defending champions of IM softball Bob Van
competed in the tournaments were
Bob Jameson and Ron Tapia.
p t
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PREPARE FOR:

39th

MCAT·DAT·LIAT.•GMAI .v...
GRE • OCAT • VAT· SAT
1MB I, II, III·ECFMO·FLEX . VQE
NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

! E!!~~~ER

Flexible Program• & Hours

nere IS 11 differeneem
For Information Please ~an:

29~~?1~16

Snowhel' ghts NE
Albuq. New MeJt

87112

~
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TEsT PREPARATioN
·• SP.ECIALIST$.$1NCE 1938

MCAT Classes · '
Start Feb.18

Outside N.Y. State Only CALL "TOLL FREE: 800-223·1'182
Centers In MaJor

us Cities Toronto, puerto Rico and Lugano, Switzerland
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Tennis
Happenings

The Lobo tennis team plays two
matches this weekend before going
to El Paso next weekend for the
WAC championships. Friday, the
Tim Russell-coached Lobos play
host to Southern Colorado and
then entertain Brigham Young on
Saturday.
Both matches will be at the new
UNM tennis club.
The women's team will compete
this weekend in the regional meet in
Tempe, Ariz.
Therese Sullivan and Leslie
Holmquist lead the wornen, while
seriior all-American Tim Garcia
and his 20-2 record, lead the men.

(9>197S Miller Brewing Co. 1 Milwaukee, Wfs,
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Cla881fteda
1.

J.C. RUEFULLY I REGRET the salty water whiCh
fell from mine eyes, Wo~:fully it was mislaken for
weakness, N'ere agaln shall it happen in thine
presence,
04/28
SID, OUR :;;PIES detected you d~vouring hungrily .1
hot and juicy hamburger on this the hottest of lioly
days, The Sedar Gang.
04128

PERSONALS

SUMMER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Sell your
work to tourists, COilVCntion visitors, and
AJbuquerqucaos at the DOWNTOWN BAZAAR.
• Stalls: $7 day, $100 month. Studios ami offices
available on 2nd floor: $35, $~0, $60 }Jp, Rosenw~ld
Building, Fourth and Central. 242y6!66, 298-6046.
· HISTORY ENTHUSIASTS: ATTEND Southwest
.
M/~
Regional Phi Alpha Theta Conference on Saturday,
April 29, 1978, from 9 am to I pm in SUB 1 second
CONTACTS??? POLISHING & SOLUTIONS.
04/28
floor.
tfn
Casey Opt teal Company. 255-8736

'.'.~

•

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
tr<~ception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
'04/28
294-0171.
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie ticke~s
•now available, SUB Box Office. $2,50,
tf11
NEW ARRIVALS: CELESTIAL teas (great for ice
tea)--Bongs (20 per cent off), tobacco pipes (up to 40
percent off)--cigarette lighters (20 per cent off),
Transparent window decals (rainbows), All at Pipe &
Tobacco Road, 107B Cornet!SE, M-F 8-6,
04/28
SUMMER FILM PRODUCTION WORKSHOP; A
nOn-acudcmic irnroduction to the Art of Filmmaking
taught by a working filmmaker, Gary Doberman,
266-0863, afternoons/evenings. Begins ~arly June,
04/28
PHOTOGRAPHY ENTHUSIASTS, STUDENTS!
Expert custom black-and-white processing, priming.
Fine~grain or pushwprocessing of film, Contact sheets
or custom proofs. High quality enlargements,
mounting, etc. Best work in Albuquerque, reasonable
prices, Advice if asked. A~Photographer, 265-2444,
1717 Girard Blvd. NE.
04/28
PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, ID photos. Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or come
04/28
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. A-Photographer.
INVOLVED? CAMPUS VOLUNTEERS wanted for
~campaign work with <~People for Pete Domenici;"
Call268-2476.
M/28
REPAIR YOUR BICYCLE with our tools and
stands. Instruction available. Albuquerque Bike Co·
op, 106 GirardSE, Room 117,265-5170,
04/28
ELECTION OF PRES! DENT. Last Phi Alpha Theta
meeting, 3:30 pm Friday, May 5, 1978: History
Department, Mesa Vista 1104.
04/28
LO, I MISS YOU I Call Lcs.
M/28
FIRST EDITION OF Conceptions-Southwest on sale
now for $2.00 in Room 105 Marron Hall and on the
mall.
04128
M/28
VOTE YES ON ASUNM Budget.
GOING HOME FOR the summer? Is there a General
Cinema theater in your town? Why not pick up some
discount movie lickcts? They're good at any G. C.
theater in the U.S. for up to I yr. $2.50 at the SUB
Bo.~o: Office.
tfn
HUBBARD TESTING CENTER offers Free Personality and J.Q. Testing and Evaluations. Church or
Scientology, 2712 Carlisle NE. 265·9544,
04/28
THE PEOPLE NEED a lawyer too, Volunteers
needed for Jeff Bingaman Campaign, Democrat for
Attorney General. Call 843-7712 or 843-7713. 04/28
GOLDEN INN MEMORlAL Day Arts and Crafts
Fair/Flea Market. Want a booth? Contact C & S
Promotions, 265-3665.
04128
FINAL CLEARANCE AT the UNM Bookstore Sale-thio,; week.
04/28

2.

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277-5907.
ss
LOST: GOLD PINKY ring wilh fake jewels, Great
sentimental value. Reward, 898-9431 or 277~4883.
.
04/28
FOUND: SET OF KEYS North of Physics Bldg, in
the grass. One red key lab led K24. Identify and claim
Room 105, Manon Hall.
04/28
FOUND PEKE-CROSS PUPPY, 255-5892, 277·
4826.
04128
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR in library
Tuesday, April25. ld~ntify and claim. Joe, 247-9800,
04128
LOST: BOOK l BEETHOVEN Piano Sonatas, in
music practice room. Call John at 277~5988 Elfter 9
pm. Reward offered.
04/28
FOUND; VW KEY. Identify and pickup in 306
Hodgin Hall,
04/28
FOUND: SET OF KEYS by Duck Pond. Identify and
claim in Rm. 105, Marron Hall.
04/28

3.

4. HOUSING

DISCOUNT MOVIE TICKETS available all sum·
mer, SUB Box Office, $2.50. We'll keep selling them
as long as you keep buying lhem.
04/28
ANGEL CITY SOON! At the VORTEX.
04/28
SEE 11M ORE ACTS OF PASSION" before tlle
drudgery of finals hils. April 27,28,29 in UNM'l>
Experimental Theatre. Tickets only St.50 at the Fine
Arts Box Office.
04128
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ESTELA. From Su and Sofia.
04/28
PHIL STERLING •• YOU'RE beuatifull Do you

WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Tired of cooking and
cleaning? Need a place to live: for summer term?
Corne to the College lnn.303 Ash NE, 243-2881.
04128
ROOMY I BEDROOM furnished apartment, utilities
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call 898-1254,
04/28
FOR SUMMER: RESPONSIBLE and experienced
child-care help for 5 and 10 year old after 3:00 pm
and some evenings in exchange for room and board.
Basement apt, separate entrance, close to University.
Car necessary, personal and work references

believe in lust at first sight? A long time admirer from
04/28
afar. Jan.

required. Call Landau's after 8 pm, 255-2635. 04/28
WANTED--CLEAN, QUIET person to share house:

PKW USES CRUEX. Hope there's lots of happiness
in your future.
04/28

b

4

SILVER CITY TOURIST Information, contact Tim
Witthauer on the night of the full moon,
04/28
LISA MARIE IS THERE really life after LA7 KIT.
04128
LIVE JAZZ AT NED'S through the Happy
Hour ... cvery Friday from 5:30 to 7:30,
04/28
HAPPY NINETEENTH, Tscnrc Pompeo.

d

partially furnished; front and ack: yar ; garage;
washing machine, 2 blocks from Medical and Law
Schools. Ca112S5·S73.S.
04/28
MINUTES TO UNM. large 2-bdrm, :shaded yard,
kids, pets, $13S. Call262~1751, Valley Rentals, S30
fcc.
04128
BIKE TO UNM, impressive l-bdrm, private yard,

FOR THE 21ST, Lib. You've been the best, you are
the best, but your best is yet to come. Happy B.D.;
wish I could be there. Love always, Lu.
04/28
DANBI'S PUB IS NOW Open. Norlh of 140, on
Coors NW, in the Palomino Club Complex. Serving
Pizza and Po Boys, a large variety of imported beers.
Join us for Attitude Adjustment Hour 4;00 pm to
8:00pm.- Our Grand Opening is May 12& 13. We are

PATRICK MURPHY WILL BE buried Sat. ac
cording to SAE ritual. Escorts will be picked up at
respective houses at 6:30 sharp!
04/2.8

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842·5200.
tfn
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345·2125.
04/29
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM sele~trie) and
now 3-minute Passporl Photos. No appointment.
268·8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY, 883-7787.
lfn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
04/28
aval!able. Call Tim, 268-6510.
GET YOUR TYPEWRJTER repaired now at
Discount Prices, 881-4213.
04/28
TYPING, TRANSCRIBING-·296·3138 after 3:00,
M/28
TYPING 243·5117.
04/28
EXPERT IBM SELECTRIC Typing, After 6 pm,
883-7960.
04/28
RACKET STRINGING. $6. Guaranteed, Call Rick,
242-9366.
M/28
SAVE TH[S AD! You may need CUSTOM sewing
done. Clothing, household items, alterations. Call
04/28
898-5977.
NEED INEXPENSIVE STORAGE space fo< the
summer? Call Pioneer Warehouses. 299-7050. 04/28
VOLVO REPAIR. REASONABLE. Guaranteed.
Mike, 247-9083.
M/28
TENNIS ANYONE? SUMMER lessons. Private and
group. Call Mike at 296·5305.
04/28
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assislance,
M/28
265-J 164.
WANTED FURNISHED HOUSE and/or apl.
listings for .summer employees (college profs. & grad
students) who will be arriving during May and June
and leaving in Aug, to early Sept. please call 26404/28
1559. Sandia Laboratories.

AGORA WISHES YOU good luck on finals. If
things do not look: good In the mornings, call us ol'
come in. 277·3013.
04128
FREE KITTENS: 7 weeks old, friendly, Ju~althy, big
04,'28
cars. 1 calico, 2 black. 265-4734, Joe.
HELP PETE RETIRE. Work for Toney Anaya, 8211634.
04128
VOLUNTEERS ARE NEEDED for Bruce King
Campaign, Democrat for Governor. Ca11293-5233 or
M/28
881-6343.

proud to
be featuring
jazz &
with the
L &get
L
Band,
featuring
Eric Udel
& dancing
Leslie Smith.
Let's
acquainted.
04/28
DOMINICK I.LOVE YOU too. Bev.
M/28
K.A.'s HAVE A GREAT Dixie. The South will rise
again this weekend. Love, Pam.
04/28

LOST&FOUND

S60. Hurry! Ca11262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 f~-/""

I-BLOCK TO CLASS, clean 1-bdrmt $80, half
utilities paid. Call262-175 I, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
M/28
VISITING FACULTY SEEKING fully-furnished
home or apartment' to rent June4-July 31. References
a.vallablc, Write: Glickcn, 2631 Bardith Ct.,
Lawrence, Kansas, 66044 orcall913-841-2960. 04/28
SUBLET FOR SUMMER, $120 plus utilities, furnished l bedroom apartment and garage, Bernie) 243~
5980.
M/28
WANTED FEMALE TO share 2-bdrm house. Near
UNM, $100 rent plus Vz utilities, 842-6156ufter6:00
pm.
04/28
RENT-I BEDROOM HOUSE, North Valley--gas,
water, garbage paid. $140/mo., single person only,
Paul296-4886 9~S, 344~2540 evenings.
04/28
ROOMMATE WANTED 1 SHARE 3~bedroom
furnishe:d house with two men and dog. Enclosed
yard, patio, garden,' washing machine. $92 plus
04/28
utilities, 247-2697,
FEMALE PREFERRED TO share large N. Valley
home. $135 plus. 344-6207,
04/28
FEMALE NONSMOKER, 23 plus, share 2-bdrm
apartment with same, Near Washington, Lomas. $86
plus utilities, deposit. 255-8498.
04/28
3825 ANDERSON SE, STUDENTS •• Here it is! 2bedroom house, den, free standing fireplace, fenced
yard - within biking distance to UNM. Freshly
painted, great kitchen-- $325/month, $12~/damage
deposit. We pay water & garb, .For appt, call 2569013.
.J
04/28
TIDY GIRL ROOMER tot share house and patio
04/28
w/kitchen priviledges, 268-5201. $90/mo,

"s:- FOR SA,LE

. ·~

WOULDN'T YOU AND YOUR 'Family sleep better
if your home or apartment was protected from fire?
Bra~d new Vulcan smoke and heat detectors plus
burglar alurm, Self~charging battery. Life-time
guarantee. Valued at $360, asking $190 or good offer.
MUST SELL. Call 883-8644 eves from 7~9 pm and
04/28
weekends.
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C-90 blank
cassettes! UD: $),25, UDXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Fireny, 256-1495.
04/28
DEPENDABLE. MANUAL TYPEWRITER for
sale, $30, Call 883-8644 eves from 7~9 and weekends,
04128

~N:-:A-:Z::-I-;:O.,F:=FI'"C"'E"'R"'S--;-H:::E::-L':"M:::E::;T:-:··=Rccom:cm:ce:;l,;::s~Afrika

Korps. Mint condition. Must sell. Asking $150. 24304/28
2368.
MICHELJN TIRES ALL under $5. Bicycle parts and
accessories at low prices. Expert bicycle repair.
Albuquerque Bike Co-op, 106 Girard SE, Room 117,
265-5170.
04128
PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories.
10-speed tunc-up $8.00. JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE,
268·3949.
04128
Tl58 CALCULATOR. Like new. $90.00, Cal! John
at 277-5988 after 9 pm.
tfn
1958 FORD 24 PASSENGER bus, partially converted to camper. Built·in cabinets, stove, 2 propane
tanks, john, stainless steel sinks. New clutch, valve
04128.
lOb, bauery. 881-4769after5,
1972 PINTO. GOOD condition, FM stereo, $800.
Call255-2921.
M/28
1972 TOYOTA CARINA. New interior, extra clean,
A!C, excellent MPG. SI29S. 293-4389 after6:00.
04128
1973 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE. One-family car,
good condition, radio. Call843-7370 after 5 pm.
M/28
SOFA--MODERN GREEN, very good condilion,
$115. Maple desk, 7 drawers, $100. Phone 821-3222.
M12B
WATER BED FRAME for double- bed. Wood,
Oared, $20. Also coffee table and chair for sale. Call
04128
"843·7370 afler4 pm.
VW, 1973, METALLIC BLUE. Excellent mechanical
condition. Good price. 294-4576.
04/28
EXCELLEN:r CONDITION. '72 D•.ISun Fastback,
Sll!iO. New tires, battery, clutch. Ct111881·68S2 after
5pm.
M/28
CAMARO, 1968.RALLYSPORT. New transmission,
rebuilt engine, S1200 or best offer. 883-4430. 04/28
FOR SALE, 2 BLACK bucket seats for Fiat Spydcr.
04/28
Make offer. 255-8093.
10 SPEED, 23.5 inch frame, $60, Call Eric, 266-5103.
M/28
INCREDIBLE YARD SI\LEI Sat. Only. Books,
baby items, furniture, plants, clothes, sewing
machine, appliances, bike. etc. 526 Cagua SE, near
Zuni & San Pedro.
04/28
CLASSICAL GUITAR. EXC. for beginner. $100
with case or best offer. 243~198S.
04/28
GREENHOUSE SALE. CHEAP plants, nowering,
much variety. Fri-Sun, 309 Amherst SE, side door.
04/28
YARD SALE. FURNITURE_. books, junk. I0-4 Sat.
120:5 Tijeras NE.
04/28
CHAINLESS KAWASAKI 175 F-7 Dirt, 1974.
Offer. 881-2873. John.
M/28

6.

EMPLOYMENT

""' .w
OVERSEA5-JOB5-SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
-;~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;;:==~~~;::::;::::;:=~=====~
1

IL!IriC SPDITI
AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW
MEXICO, IN THE STUDENT
UNION BUILDING.

Open
During
Summer
Session

S. America, Auslralia, Asia, etc, All fields, $500Bo>< 2450, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 87573 for in·
$1200 monthly, expemes paid, sightseeing. Free
formatiOJli or call (not collect) SOS 757-8772. 04/28
inform~tlon··Writ~: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept, NB,
RESPONSIULE HAlHSrrrtK· NbbUbU tor can:
Berkely, Ca, 947M.
M/28
of one year old. I evening a week in our home, Call
265-9315.
04/28
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT) WE need students for
positions as: sales clerks, cashiers, gas attendants,
MUSICIAN NEEDED FOR Cocktail Hour. Apply al
cooks .and counter personnel. Work 4 days and have 4
Ned's, 4200 Central SE.
04/2S
days off, $2.65/hr. plus commission, Apply MondayWAITRESSES, DOOR GUARDS, and sondwlch
Friday 10-4 or SaturdayS- II at 136 Louisiana NE.
mak~·n; needed. Apply at Ned's, 4200 Central SE.
04128
04/28
PART-'I'IME- JOB GRADUATE students only.
Afternoons and evenings. Must be able to Work
Friday and Saturday nights. Must be 21 yrs. old,
Apply in person, flo phone calls please. Save.Way
AMERICAN/INTERNATIONAL YOUTH Hostel
Liquor Stores at 5704 Lomas NE, 5516 Mchaul NE.
passes for sale. Canterbury Chapel, 425 University
' 04128
NE, 247-2515.
04/28
GRADUATING? HAVE A 3.0 in 12 hours of
CHARTERS ARE SMARTER! Intercontinental
History? Invest in your career. Join Phi Alpha Theta
Travel Ccmre, 107 Girard Blvd, SE.· 255-6830, 265·
(History Honorary Society). Phi Alpha Theta Office,
04/28
9860. Open 9 am- 9 1>m.
Mesa VIsta Hall2076.
04/28
RIDES AND RIDERS avail<1ble, Share gas and
INS'i'RUCTOR NEEDED TO teach Disco Dance,
driving. ITC, 265-9860.
·04/28
$3,50/per hour. YWCA, Call Cathy. 247-8841, 04128
llURAILPASSES,. BRITRAILPASSES, AND
HEIGHTS YMCA SUMMER Employment,
European summer event schedules available, NOW nt
Counselors Day Camp, 265·-6971, ·oebi or Bill .. 04/28
lntercontillentaiTravcl Centre, 265-9860, 255~6830.
04128
ICE CREAM' PARLOR, full and/or part-time,
$2.65/hr. beginning around May 15'. 262-0415. 04/28
ONE RIDER TO SHARE expenses and driving 1o
Central N.Y. Leaving May 13. Call266-0553 or 265EVENINGS PART TIME summer jobs, $8-$10 hour.
4736.
04/27
Personal interview call Chct Crandall, Division
04/28
Director S.M,C. Industries, 265-5097,
SUMMER COUNSELORS, NURSE, environmental
education director- needed for Camp Fire Girls
SUMMER BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY. Sell your
1csident camp. Call Bobbie, 265-8786 9:00-4:30,04128
work to tourists, convention visitors, and
SU~1MER JOBS. CORONADO Club snack bor.
Albuquerqueans at the lJOWNTOWN UAZAAR.
Must be 21. Apply at Coronado Club KAFB. 265~
Stalls: $7 day, $100 month, Studios and offices
6791,
04128
available on 2nd naor: $35, $50, $60 up. Rosenwald
HELP WANTED-~SUMMER Camp Counselors for
, Building, Fourth and Central, 242-6166, 298-5046.
Boy's Camp. Live-in position for camp located in the •
04/28
mountains ncar Santa Fe, New Mexico. Job also
NEED $35? FEMALE volunteers needed for research
incllldes teaching one of the following: tennis, riding,
project. Take estrogen and have blood draw11.
fishing, pature. Dates of employment Jt.ne 14
Further information call Pat, 277~4064.
04/28
through August 12. Write ~~rsonnel Director, P.O.

7.

8.

RACKETS- BALLS·
STRINGING
CLOTHING

Torn posters are blowing freely
across the ground, bumper stickers
of candid<Jtes now eliminated by the
June 6 primary are painstakingly
being torn from car bumpers and
politicians. are resting their weary
throats.

MISCELLANEOUS

But behind those posters, stickers
and voices are those ever-loyal
campaign workers.
Harry Pavlidas, who was the
volunteer coordinator for the
defeated Lt. Governor candidate
Tom Rutherford, 'said, "I think it's
a kind of magic.
"Once
you've
committed
yourself to a campaign, you can't
back out because you begin to lay

New Balance
Shoes

Campaign volunteers work hard, win or lose. These workers asked not to be identified.
guilt trips on yourself," Pavlidas
said.
"I'm really good at laying guilt
trips on people without making
them come off like guilt trips. I say,
'God, I need you, I can't do it
without you' Which is true. I'm not

coming up with any kind of bull," young people really need to get
he sid.
involved. Young people are going
Campaign
worker
Susan to be in charge in a while and they
Schilling said, "I've made a lot of need to know what's going on."
friends. It's become really fun to
Pavlidas agreed, saying, "When
come down and work.''
I sit back and don't do anything,
Another worker said, "I feel whatever happens to me, happens.

DAILY

Schilling said, "This is my first
campaign and I love it."
Pavlidas, who described himself
as a. "political animal" said he
worked as much as 10-16 hours a
day, and also said about the world
of politics, "I just think it's a kind
of magic."

By BILL ROBERTSON

ASUNM
wrap-up

lnvestigage The Truth Of Baha'u'llah's Teachings.
Write: Baha'i Student Association
Box 4873
ACROSS

and fool

twTcn Feature Syndicate
Thursday's Puzzle Solved:

1 Central idea 45 Juicy fruits
5 Religious
47 Bundles

festival

299-4944

48 Oath of old

10 N.Mex. re-

49 P.l.island
sort
50 Garbage
14 City in Judah 53 01 the: Fr.
15 Sheeplike
54 St~eel ur16 Magic
.chms
17 Feminine
58 Urges per-

name

sistently

18 Unneces-

61 Ofthe mouth
sary repeti- 62 Fly upward
lion
63 Author ···-

THWTB

June 9, 1978
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Garcia
•
perJury
charge
dropped

The ASUNM Elections Commission has dropped perjury
charges against newly elected VicePresident Leonard Garcia and fined
Mimi Swanson, elected ASUNM
president on April 12, $35 for
submitting an inaccurate financial
statement.
Patrice Tomasi, chairperson of
the commission at the time, said a
Jack of cooperation from subpoena'!d witnesses forced the
commission to drop its perjury
charges against Garcia.
"All we got were 'no comments'
from the people we questioned at
the hearings," she said.
Swanson, held accountable by
the commission for her involvement
in the controversial full-page ad
which ran in the April 12 LOBO,

20 Serf
Laos
22 Neighbor of 64 Ship of 1492

s. Oak.

65 Birds

23 Played a part 66 ~egally pun·
24 Fix in surtshable
rounding . 67 Bridge seat

matter
26 Go quickly
27 Transported
30 U.S. presi·

dent
34 Awn
35 Precisely
36 Electric unit

37 Wander
through .
3a Base
40 Concern
41 Ending for
inc or rev

DOWN
1 Whale herds
2 False god .
3 Yemen c;;tpt-

tal
4 Cross and

recross
5 In support of

6 Made equal
7 Assisted
8 Slight by ignoring
9 Playing card
10 Followed
the course
of
·
11 Parent's sis·

ter
12 If ever
13 Germ

19 Milk plant
21 Release
25 Musical

40 Sightseers'

guide
42 Beverage
44 Greek gulf
46 Dynamo

parts
Sp. coin
Founder of ,
Bolshevism
50 Judicious
51 Roman god
52 Bridge
53 Desert fealure
55 Diva's solo
56 Outlaws
57 Blind strip
59 Plumbing
item
60 ··· soda

group of the 47
'60s
49
26 Do it the -27 Brazilian In·

dian
"Only . -··"
Watercourse
That girl
Very angry
Kind of alcohoi
33 Valleys
35 Vitality

28
29
30
31
32

39

was found guilty by the commisssion of submitting an inaccurate financial statement and fined
$35. The commission ruled that her
statement should have included
mention of the ad, which cost $192
and included the signatures of more
than 40 people supposedly supporting the campaigns of Swanson
and Garcia.
After dealing with these and
other charges of campaign
violations against newly-elected
senators, the commission certified
the results of the April 12 elections
and those elected were sworn in.
Phil Abney, the basketball player

By LINDA GLEASON

:.fl~'

-
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Summer
Vacation

The Central Avenue Traffic
Study Task Force, in its first report,
has recommended that the decision
to remove on-street parking on
Central Avenue to off-street lots be
delayed for up to one year. The task
force, created in January 1978,
represents UNM, Central Avenue
businessmen and the City of
Albuquerque.
A parking survey made during
May 1977 shows the area of heaviest
on-street parking on Central
Avenue is from Buena Vista to
Columbia.
The removal of on-street parking
on Central has been considered to
improve pedestrian safety. The task
force, however, wishes to evaluate
the effectiveness of other measures,
which have been or are to be imPhNo by .Tames Fisher
plemented.
For these two, summer
The task force has concluded that
means a cool drink in the if on-street parkillg on Central

,.

'),

woods.

Association,
the
General
Govenmental (ASUNM) fund, the
Kiva Club, NCHO (National
Chicano Health Organization),
New Mexico PIRG and the
Residence
Halls
S ludents
Association.
According to ASUNM law, those
groups whose budgets are not
passed in a second student
referendum are eligible for only one
and one-half percent of the total
student government budget. This
figure is approximately $4000.
Swanson said she expects to meet
with the senate business office in an
{continued on page 16)

Budget approved by regents

Traffic
decision
delayed

...

who tied with David Epstein for the
most votes received in the senate
elections, has not been sworn in yet
because the senate has not been able
to reach him.
The proposed student govenment
budget for 1978-79, a majority of
its line items vetoed in a student
referendum held April 12, fared
consider.bly better in a second vote
held April 28. All but seven
organizations' budgets were approved by the students in the vote,
held the Friday of Fiesta Week.
Those organizations which did not
pass were the Albuquerque Boycott
Committee, the A TM Business

Increases $55 million
UNM
regents
June
5
unanimously
approved
a
$188,406,237 budget for 1978-79,
an increase of nearly $55 million
from 1977-78.
Most of the increase is to be used
as operation funds for the Bernalillo County Medical Center for

"flit············ ········•••"

Backpacks'.

He said, "I've been killing my
butt for three months and I'm not
going to let that go down the drain,
whether I'm going to get anything
out of the campaign or not."

New Mexico

WHO IS BAHA'U'LLAH?
His name means the "Glory of God". He is God's promised
Messenger for our time. Like Krishna, Buddha, Abraham,
Moses, Zoroaster, Jesus Christ, and Muhammad before
Him, His teachings both admonish man to turn his thoughts
toward the spiritual life and provide the social teachings
relative to our growing needs. Moses brought the Ten Commandments. Jesus Christ brought the commandment of
love. Baha'u'llah has brought the teachings for world unity.
The religion of God is progressively taught by many
prophets of equal station. Their individual missions are fit·
ted to the needs and capacity of evolving man. As Jesus
Christ said, "I have many things to tell you, but you cannot
bear them now." Baha'u'llah is the latest of God's
Messengers with the teachings for today.

43 ••.. -

Nittali.a
Balls

working on the campaign and then
had another job which he quit to
provide more time on the campaign.

But there was a time when the
posters were plastered so as to stay
put until election day, bumper
stickers were not faded and
politicians voices rang out loud and
clear.
·

-.... _

/lith a1

Pavlidas was going to school.

IT'S MISSION: To establish the unity of mankind through
the teachings of Baha'u'llah.

symbol

Yasali.a
Ping Poug Bats

Just like in Nazi Germany, when
people sat back and let the whole
thing take over. When not enough
people get involved, demagogues
take over. That's why 1 get involved."

For now at least, the political
world has come to a screeching
halt.

TRAVEL

THE BAHA'I FAITH

42 Quietness

tCtnnt~

:!~for now·

continued on page 6

services not previously included in
the University budget.
Without the new BCMC expenditures, the regents were told,
UNM's operating budget for next
year would reflect a 20 percent
increase. A major part of the increase is in funds from the federal
government
for
particular
programs.
Expenditures for the University
exceed both the $144 million city
budget and the $160 million public
schools budget.
Also at the meeeting the regents:

--Approved the purchase of two
houses adjacent to the campus from
Carl Scott for $100,000 and asked
the Campus Planning Committee to
study possible uses of the
residences.
--Authorized the adminstration
to include in a bid for the Nationai
Collegiate Athletic Association
1983
basketball championship
tourney a proposal to build a
facility next to the UNM arena to
serve the expected 400 reporters.
continued on page 6

Scholarship fund
honors Montoya
Former U.S. Senator Joseph M. Montoya, whose political career
spanned four decades in New Mexico, was buried Thursday in Santa
Fe.
Tributes came from political leaders throughout the state and across
the nation to the man who left the tiny rural village of Pena Blanca to
become the state's senior senator and a millionaire.
Montoya's Senate career was noteworthy for his constant support
for progrmas to aid education, labor and the poor,
Gov. Jerry Apodaca called Montoya's death a "vP.ry personal"
loss. "All New Mexicans are saddedned hy the loss of this great friend
and citizen," he said.
Assistant Secretary of Commerce Fabian Chavez attended the
funeral as a representatiw for President Carter. He gave Mrs.
Montoya a personal letter from the President.
Although the former Senator gained national recognition for his
participation on the Senate Watergate Panel, Montoya was defeated
in his 1976 re-election bid by political newcomer and former astronaut
Harrison Schmitt.
Montoya died Monday in Washington D.C. after a short illness.
A memorial fund has been established and donations may be made
through the UNM development office to the Joseph M. Montoya
Scholar hip Fund at the UNM Law School.
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